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The design of
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The aim of this study has been to demonstrate
way's in which playgrounds can be designed to
permit comfortable and stimulating play in
winter as well as summer.

The guidelines developed through the re-
searèh have been applied to the design of
the schoolyard at St. Ignatius School in
Winnipeg.
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Éhe É"ûÉG^g'&Érte

of wfltrBÉer
Many people view winter as an ugly frog
waiting to be kissed and changed into the
prince of spring. A common allegory por-
trays winter as death, as harsh and un-
compromising. The end of winter signáls
a revival of hope, while the middle is an
unspeakable time of nothingness.

This "night of the year" that we call
winter does have the distinction of being
at the end of one year and the beginning
of the next. It knows us wel1, our vir-
tues and our faults. It knows of our
complaining about shovelling driveways,
scraping ice, having your breath taken
avray by the cold. It knows of our some-
time indifference, our attitude that
winter is a necessary evil, a season that
has to be plodded through. It knows also
of our affection for it born with each
first snowfall. Winter exists as does a
piece of poetry, as a magnifying lens
giving a better understanding of the life
principles 1yin9 hidden within it.
And there is an amazing amount of life
in winter. Although it lies under the
ice and in the warmth of the ground, it
is a life that comes of the confidence
that this is a healthy suspension of
activity. This is like knowing how to
relax properly. lt is like going on a
holiday and not having to worry about
day to day affairs. Winter lacks some
of the frantic aspects of sunmer. It. is
a time to sit back and reflect.
And yet the history of settlement here is
partly a history of surviving winters,
winters which left people dead and frozen,
clinging to fences within view of their
homes. Prairie souls are possessed by
winter. It is one thing we can be sure of.
Winter on the prairies moulds our per-
ception of the land. It is a season with
a richness t,hat is at once beautiful and
loneIy. The horizontal eternity that is
the prairies strengthens the relation-
ship of man to his land. Winter on the
prairies encompasses the large scale and
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the sma11 scaIe, from the ocean - like
waves of whiteness, to the odd piece of
prairie grass trying to keep its head
above the snow.

The light of a prairie winter has a
special quality also, with the intense
blue of the sky sit,ting lightly on a white
Iand, and with the leafless branches
finding a second life in their shadows
against the snow.

It is this second
us also. We have
take it.

that winter gives
to be willing to

life
only

And this is where we can learn from child-
ren. For theirs is a world that does not
make a sharp distinction between times of
year, theirs is a world of imaginings that
hungrily and happily accepts a winter with
none of the qualifications or disgruntle-
ment of adults.

Morley Callaghan has said "...Kids use the
winter. They play with it. Winter happi-
ness seems to come to those who know how
to use this season. "., Where there was
flatness there is suddenly the potential
for cragged mountain peaks. Where there
were paths, grass, dirt, there is now the
potential for making unlimited changes,
for developing new paths, for marking new
boundaries. Riding a sled standing up is
like surfing on some eternal wave. Where
before a pond was for swimming it is now
possible to walk on it, to skate across
it. A new environment arises from the fer-
tile ashes that \^rere autumnr ärr environment
formed gradually, that changes everyday,
that acquires a special beauty when a child
in a brightly coloured snowsuit appears,
with the coloured cheeks that come of the
cold, health, and exuberance.

When you go to bed one night to the chilled
brown of an autumn landscape and wake up
the next morning to a light and white
land, that really is a cause for celebra-
tion¡ â situation that demands putting
on boots and coat hurriedly and making
the nehr snow feel welcome.

1. Morley Callaghan and John de Visser,
winter, Torontol
iïñTïãd, 1e74.

McCleIland and St,ev/art
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This snow, this blanket, that is suddenly
pulled over a sleeping earth by a benevo-
lent sky is an amazing material. Falling,
it can land in the curve of your eye-
Iashes giving the world a huge white blur,
or it can sLip off your cheek leaving be-
hind a tiny drop of moisture, or when it
lands on your nitt you can watch it
dance ínto disappearing

Winter has its own brand of sounds too.
The whiteness seems to intensify talking,
laughing, shouting. They are different
sounds than in the summer. Sometimes
they are carried on top of the howling
wind, sometimes in the footst,eps in the
snov/ at night. Sometimes they are so
clear and crisp, they are like slivers
of diamond ice being propelled through
the air and lost somewhere in the sky.

Amidst all that coldness though the sun
can warm an upturned face until it be-
comes one big red freckled smile with
amazing images floating behind the eyes.

3



play
Prairie winters hold unexploited resources
which provide a continuity for summer play
experiences, but which at the same time
broaden and expand them.

It seems though that the design of most
playgrounds ignores winter. The use made
of them in winter is a use made "in spite
of". And the best play areas in winter
seem to emerge in areas not meant for
play - in the snow piled high by snow
removal equipment along the sides of
roads and walkhrays; in the snow of huge
expanses of fields which can be cut,
moulded and shaped.

Perhaps t.hj-s creation of play environments
that function during only one part of the
year arises from a not complete under-
standing of play. The motives for and con-
tent of play certainly do noL vary from
summer to winter. It is the physical en-
vironment in which play occurs that
changes and it is that environment and
the changes that can provide stimulus.

The childrs play environment must encourage
opportunities and outlets in which a child
can manipulåte, experience and become
familiar with the social, physical and
cognitive aspects of play which are such
an important part of the process of
growing up. The winter environment pro-
vides all the "loose partsrr characteris-
tic of the adventure playground which
successfully allows the challenge and stim-
ulation necessary in a good play environ-
ment. Instead of the loose parts such as
sand, dirt, and water of the sunmer play-
ground, the winter environment has mountains
of snow to be piled, carved, climbed, or
sculptured.

This cognitive, or creative play in which
ideas are tested, and the environment
manipulated and transformed, is critical
to development of the imagination. And
winter and the irnagination can be the
best of friends.
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In addition to cognitive play there are
three other basic aspects of play that
must be provided for - physical play,
social play, and quiet play.

Each child has the need for exercise as
well as the development of physical skills
and muscle co-ordination. It is more
important for the child to participate
than to observe, as they learn more from
their own involvement and movements.

Social play is important, for through it.
the child learns the use of language and
an understanding of human relationships.
Social skills are developed together with
the ability to work with and learn from
others.

Finally the child should be able to re-
treat from the main activities to play
quietly as an individual or with a
special friend. He should be able to
just sit and contemplate.

These aspects must be considered for the
design of play environments for all sea-
sons. Although they often occur in areas
for which they were not planned, or in
ways which were not divined, the play
environment should offer the choice and
a11ow the variety.
This diversity is the most important and
inclusive criterion for play areas.
(¡Auch information exists on play. It is
not the intention here to reproduce all
t,hat, but rather to consider those
general characterist,ics which are the
underpinning of an area with good poten-
tial for play.) Children need some
spaces with a sense of enclosure, some
with a sense of seclusion and some with
openness. The search for diversity has
repercussions in many areas. There
should be diversity in environments,
in sizes, materials, surfaces, plants.
All these should contribute to a div-
ersity in activities. Play equipment
and opportunities for incidental play
should be of a type which have the
potential for many different
activities.

'.,... :- 
.;'
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Winter itself is a good example of the pro-
vision of this diversity. It changes over
the season. Intense cold and warm slush
produce varied activities and environments.
Early winter is a time of refreshing run-
ning, rolling in the sno\d, sliding. Later
winter brings with it the slush that makes
it possible to have puddle jumping contests,
or that allows you to ride your bicycle
and create a fine spray.

Observation of play in winter is the best
indication that children play anlnarhere
and everywhere. It also proves that chil-
dren have the ability to enjoy winter.
They will use garbage cans or fences or
the mounds piled high from the cleaning
of driveways. Most spontaneous winter
activity, both of the kind t.hat uses up
a lot of energy and of the quiet kind,
seems to occur in areas in the thick of
other activities - pedestrian paths,
parking lots, and streets. Contact with
other such activities seems to attract
children.

The design of childrenrs play areas has
parallels in, and is indicative of,
problems in the area of urban design.
That freedom which a child instinctively
seeks to exercise is not catered to in
the urban environment, However that free-
dom, excitement, and imaginative pull are
symbolized in every successful play area,
in the manipulable elements, in the
colours, in the vibrancy, in the shouts,
abandon and learning of children. It is
for this reason, that while playgrounds
exist negatively as a sign of lacks in the
urban environment, they can also be ap-
proached positively, as a way of drawing
in other elements in expanding and
searching out the richness of an environ-
ment, with nooks and protruding elements,
with activities to be created, with
abandoned lots, and with activites to be
watched.
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A review of the literature has shown that
litt1e information exists specifically on
the subject of winter and play. As a result
each component subject of the topic had to
be explored in an effort t,o produce an in-
tegrated body of information. (ffre sources,
listed under the titles of play,
Winter and Environmental Educati

Climate,
onr Plant-

l-n and PIa rounds and Winter , Winter on
Pra t s, are ere or reference

to the text and appear in the bibliography
at the end of this report. )

A wealth of sources does exist on the sub-ject of play and playgrounds. For the
purposes of this study a few have been
chosen to serve as basic reference texts.
They range from those general sources,
such as Richard Dattner and Lady Allen of
Hurtwood, who provide a discussion of the
theories of play, strategies, programs
and equipment, to sources consídering
play within the expanded context. of the
city as it, relates to the education and
growth of the child(such as pollowy and
Bengtsson, who shows responses to certain
design conditions through examples of
developments in which play areas are
totally integrated and are often one of
the elements providing cohesion).

Several references contain information in- the form of general design guidelines.
_In her article C1are Cooper Marcus (9) has'organized data to aid in the design'oi
housing areas sensitive to children's needs.
Robin Moore (11) deals with playgrounds in
all locations and offers guidelines under
the following titles location and spatial
form; diversity; facilitation of social
groups; fixed elements; loose resources i
combination of fixed and loose resources;
role of adults. The guidelines in the
University of lllinois publication (B) try
to incorporate the recreation character-
istics and needs of various age groups.
They also deal with surfacing materials,
wind protection and advocate the impor-
tance of evaluation and maintenance.

pl ay
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Other references contain guidelines based
on specific research. studies. The Depart-
ment of Environment (England) study de-
tails research carried out in t5 housing
developments. Its purpose was to provide
guidelines which would ensure that play be
considered in the initial stages of design
(5). In the study described by Vere Hole,
12 housing estates r^/ere examined and the
purpose \¡/as to discover the use of space
around t,he buildings for play. Ho1me
and Massie (7) outline three surveys
one of two contrasting neighbourhoods,
one of t,en boroughs, and a survey of ex-
isting facilities in 19 boroughs and
make the st,atement that "Freedom to play
is a casualty of an increasingly res-
trictive urban environment" .

Some of these sources deal with winter
play but only in a very cursory way. Most
automatically accept the outdoors and
nature as an invaluable part of the play
experience, but this is usually based on
a view of suÍìmer being the most important
or flexible season of the year. There
are only general statements about the
importance of designing for all seasons.

Katherine Read Baker and Peggy Miller
provide comprehensive descriptions and
broad views of play and the outdoors.
Through their descriptions of specific
outdoor element,s (sun, mounds, gardens)
they outline a philosophy of allowing a
child to learn and experience the most
that he can. Although the book by
Peggy Mi11er (10) contains some highly
structured and defined areas (logs cut
into predetermined shapes, pieces such
as culverts and automobiles, that
might have limited play potential) it is
valuable for the way it relates activities
to pieces of equipment which will accom-
modate them. For example for climbing
one can have logs of various heights
positioned vertically, or raitroãd ties
secured crosswise in layers to form
pyrarnids, ladder-like structures. I{it.h
Zuk's articles (14r15) we move into more
specific winter related information. Snow
has a great potential as a building material
for outdoor playgrounds, and allows winter
playgrounds to be established anywhere.

I



Zuk also stresses the importance of ob-
serving and interpreting what children
do with the sno\^/ and then changing play-
grounds accordingly.

Out of all this information there are a
number of points which present themselves
over and over agai-n and which have shown
themselves to be of importance in consi-
derations of winter p1ay.

The necessity of a comprehensive view of
play - climatic and social - is evident
(2'5,8r11) . A play area must be considered
as one place among many in t.he continuous
play space that is the neighbourhood (11).
When play is not considered an integral
part of the design, but is an afterthought
or is thrown into left-over areas, valu-
able opportunities are missed, such as for
example widening the junction of a foot-
path to create a play area (B).

Children play everywhere (9). They "wil1
be attracted to the safe interior land-
scaped areas...only if they are more in-
teresting as play spaces than the sur-
rounding roads or parking areas" (9).
Vere HoIe (6) found that successful play
areas had pedestrian paths leading past,
throughr or int.o the playground.. Play
areas are best located in the midst of
other activities (2) .

Also site features such as fences and gar-
bage cans, are liable to be used in play
(2) and should be designed with this in
mind (5). Further it, is important to
decide if planted or grassed areas are
for appearance or not, and if so must be
protect,ed from children (9). In any
case, all components of the built environ-
ment should be emphasized for incidental
play opportunities (f2) .

Theories and views of play have undergone
a great deal of change (7). The physiolo-
gical bias of play theories, prior to 1900,
gave way to theories which held play to be
something apart, transcending immediate
needs of life, but also being an inseparable
part of development and socialization (7).
Play, Piaget says, is part of the childrs
response to his environment, and so it is

o
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important to provide an environment which
will allow development of the child's po-
tential. "Play is essentially like a
person hiding who now and then gives a
sign of his presence, only to disappear
again in the next instant. " (7')

One cannot dispute that, "p1ay is essential
to the development of (1) basic motor
ski1ls including perceptual-motor develop-
ment and physical fitness and growth; (2)
mental skills; (3) social skills; and (4)
emotional maturity." (I0) P1ay equipment
should be selected in terms of the complex-
ity and variety it of fers. (2 ,5 ,6 ,8 ,13 ,L4) .
Nothing should be a separate activity with-
in itself. Equipment should allow a num-
ber of options (B). While it has been
found that some conventional types of equip-
ment should. be maintained for younger chi-ld-
ren (based on several studies, Pollowy, p.
137) it. is important also to make provision
for loose mat,erials, things that can be
taken apart, built in a variety of ways (L2,
15). Play equipment should be designed for
use by several children simultaneously (12).

An interesting consideration arises in
the examination of the t,imes spent at
activities. Vere Hole (6) found they were
usually short. There was a great deal of
moving on, changing, coalescing, di-ssolv-
ing. The University of Illinois (8) found
that there were far greater lengths of
time spent in fields and junkyards where-
as the average time spent in a playground
was 15 minutes (p.17). This is probably
because the skills in a playground are easy
to master, but the fields present complex
opportunities and it is difficult to do
the same thing twice.

One must provide areas both for very active
play, and those activities requiring quiet'
sheltered enclosed areas. In his study Vere
Hole (6) noted a great deal of inactive play,
sitting on door stoops, etc. However all
types of areas can be utilized for either
active or inactive play (8) .

Flat, barren play areas may be good for
the sports activities of older children,
but restrict the explorations of the
younger children who require the variety

t0



of hi1l's, grass, cobbles (14) . Further
to this! large open areas tend to encourage
robust äctivities, while small areas lend
themselves to quiet play (L2, p.t3B-139).

Tt, is important to provide for age ranges
and changês r as sma1l children have a habit
of growing up (2). Pollowy (LZ¡ documênts
these changes from infancy to adolescence
through four areas physical growth and
activity development, personal and social
development, intellectual and perceptualll
development, and design implications. At
present t,he lack of differentiation between
areas for use by various age groups is a
serious problem. However, they should be
considered separately, but not segregated
(L2, p.L27).

Pieces of equipment also acquire different
uses as children get older. For example,
a swing is at first a gentle ride, then
becomes a physical challenge, and finally
a competitive tool.
Of importance also are the interests of
both young and old of the community (7,
p.79). Children must have areas into
which they can retreat, but opportunities
for respecting the worlds of others are
important a1so. Teenagers have a need
for peer groups and associations; aduLts
engage in less vigorous and more social
activities. The elderly should have
areas which are private, yet connected
to other areas, visually or physically,
where they can sit and watch or become
involved in their own activities.
The design of a playground should respond
to the individual situation, especially
in terms of climatic protection (2) . Land-
scaping can play an important role in me-
diating the climate, and in the play ex-
perience. Earthmounds can serve both as
windbreaks and as play structures. Such an
integration, and year-round use are the
ideal (2 tL) tg) .

Thus, in the same way that it is important
to base conclusions on certain principles
of playr so a number of sources were con-
sulted for principles regulating the rela-
tionships among climate, man and his
environment.

11



Through the literature review a number
of categories in this subject area be-
came evident. One group of books and
articles deals with the mechanisms of
climate, with some reference to design.
Another group presents information on
clj-mate through and for the planning
process. Following this, references
dealing with processes and elements
specific to winter were explored.

One group contains books that have
already been discussed in the section
on play - Bengtsson (3), Hole (6) ,Marcus (9), and Housing Research and
Development at the University of
Illinois (8). These four sources
made a concerted attempt to outline theeffect of climate and climatic modifi-
cations on play areas such things as
integration of climatic protectors andplay elements. Although the subject of
winter play is not touched on very
direct,ly, the guidelines presented in
these sources provide a climatic frame-
work for winter design.

Within the group that outlines the
mechanisms of climate, there are two books
which are standard references for the re-
lationship of the built environment and
climatic influences - Olgyay (26) and
Geiger (19 ) and a t,hird, Robinette ( 30 ) ,which draws upon the first two and provides
the information in the form of design
guidelines.

Geiger (19) concerns himself with the
microclimate, which he describes as
fol1ows. "A,11 the metereological elements
are subject to vertical changes because ofthe nearness of the ground and i{r a similar
way they also vary horizontally within
short distances. These variations are
brought about by changes in the nature andthe moisture of the soil, even by minute
differences in surface slopes, and by the
type and height of vegetation growing onit. All these climates found within a
smal1 space are grouped together under the
general description of microclimate. . . "

climate

.t1. r.Í¿-._î=Ft-..1
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Alt,hough he offers very detailed and
complex d.iscussions of, for example, the
Iaws governing the processes in the air
close to the ground, one can find very
valuable points for both the large
scale and fine scale design of play-
grounds. The melting of snow around tree
trunks is explained, as is the micro-
climate of gardens, potato fields and
vineyards. (the temperature profile of
a flower bed in August, when the plants
are ful1y grown and with a dense leaf
structure shows the zone of maximum
temperatures raised to a higher leve1
much more markedly than in grain with
its vertical type of st.ructure. )

Olgyay (26) presents climatic informa-
tion in a general manner, of use mainly
on the larger scale of site planning.
He does however deal also with wind pat-
terns around buildings, sun and shade,
and indigenous methods of solving these
problems.

Robinett.e (30), while he does offer a
great deal of pure climatic information,
has produced a book which is more valu-
able for its design guidelines and design
examples. Much of the climatic informa-
tion is very specific, often specific to
forest conditions since it seems that so
many of these studies are done from the
vantage point of botany, or forestry.
One finds out that shelter belts with a
"pitched roof" cross-section are less
effective in halting winds than belts
with more or less vertical edges, or
velocity reduction patterns for pampas-
grass, foliated 3-year old Lombardy pop-
Iar, and Russían mulberry barriers at
Co1by, Kansas. However, through this ex-
haustive coverage, and the repeated em-
phasis on a number of objectives for each
climatic type, Robinette provides a use-
ful design checklist.

A number of articles in architectural
and planning journals provide much similar
information and emphasize the need for
that information to be part of any design
process.
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In his manual on the sun, Burberry (16)
provides information on deriving sun-
path dlagrams, on estimating the effect
of shading devices r on sun control, stat-
ing that "Designers of buildings need
definition, in relation to modern condi-
tions, of the need for sunlight, in terms
relevant to the design process; and
values which make it possible to assess
sunlight in relation to other factors
which must be considered."

The articles by Shellard (31) and Manley
(25¡ are general discussions of micro-
climate and planning with the invaluable
detail that must come with it. Along
with hills and winds, and orientation as
affects heat, light, wind, the effects of
the nature of soil and the soil covering
are described. (tfie soils of the lowest
conductivity have the greatest tempera-
ture ranges at their surfaces, but are
affected to the least depth. Conduc-
tivity is increased by an increase in
moisture and a decrease in air content.
Grass or sno$/ reduces the depth to
which cooling will penetrate the ground. )

The next group of books is similar to the
previous in its applications, but the
climatic information is presented as
part of the total planning process.

Boris Culjatrs book (17) is the result of
work on the design of northern communi-
ties and thus contains mainly information
on the planning of larger areas. He
attempts to develop a philosophy of design
for colder climates that would move be-
yond the existing approach which empha-
sizes mainly climatic modification and
sati-sfaction of physiologic requirements.
His proposed approach works towards maxi-
mization of positive and minimization of
negative climatological elements towards
satisfaction of existential requirements.
In his work Culjat. identifies specific
characteristics of the cold climate and
their influence on the built environment
and human behavior, with applications in
a case study - the planning of the new
town of Resolute Bay, Cornwallis Island,
N.W.T. Ideal part solutions are developed

.r'*
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for four separate aspects of the cold
climate - wind, solar radiation, tempera-
ture and precipitation. These four as-
pects are described under the headings of
location, relat,ion to other environmental
elements, orientation, form and organiza-
tion, materials. For example, location
influences the amount of solar radiatÍon
through latitude, altitude, direction of
s1ope, angle of slope, obstructions from
clouds or surroundings, reflection from
surroundings.

Climate affects not only physical envir-
onment but also the social environment.
Outdoor spaces should work during cold
times as well. In fact the cold climate
has positive aspects far beyond even
the change of the seasons or the beauty
of the winter landscape. There are
dangers in separations from the natural
environment. Ultimately also the built
environment should respond to climatj-c
change in a more meaningful way at a
small scale. Culjat gives the example
of lemon tree orchards in northern ltaly.
The basic structure system consists of
terraces and of a post and beam frame-
work. During the wint,er when the air
temperatures become too low, .but the
sun is still strong, this structure is
covered with glass and the hi1ls are
filled with greenhouses.

Kevin Lynch (22¡ deals with the clim-
ate as one aspect of site planning.
His approach therefore ranges from con-
siderations of orientation to heat
characteristics of materials, and
climatic effects of plants,

The final set of reference contains
sources that concern themselves with
specific winter characteristics. As
a complement to the general climatic
information it, is important to deal
with those individual elements of win-
ter snow, ice, wind, sun - their re-
lationships, and ways of increasing
or moderating their presence. These
elements have characteristics which
can be ut,ilized in the general planning
of playgrounds and also in the specific

I
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design of areas or activities. The new
properties formed by their relationships
(e.g. snow drifting) can be controlled
or harnessed in the creation of play
spaces.

Snow offers a number of characteristics
which are important in the understanding
of its distribution and manipulation.
Richter (29) gives an outline of snow,
from its formation to \^rays of manipu-
lating its retention. While the book
was intended as an aid for the manoeu-
vres of the Red army in the period fol-
lowing the second world war, the publica-
tion is still viewed as one of the best
sources for informatíon on snow. orift
information is related to certain topo-
graphic characteristics. Other charac-
teristics such as poor heat conductivity,
reflectivity, toughness, density, com-
paction are important in designing
strategies for the change of play areas.
As well one can consider the development
of richer play areas, by examining the
slipperiness of snowr or the noise and
sound emanating from snow.

The information contained in the Harrow-
smith staff report (20) is based largely
on the work of a firm of consulting
engineers - Morrison, Hershfield, Teakston
and Rowan, Limited. Their services in-
clude snow control studies, wind environ-
ment studies, solar studies, and engineer-
ing investigations. Snow fences can play
a large role in directing snow into de-
sired locations, as can the arrangement
and relationship of buildings. Much of
their work involves studies of snow col-
lection with models and subsequent sugr
gestions for change in configuration or
change in location of such elements as
doorways.

This application of climatic considera-
tions to farm planning (e.9. snow col1ec-
tion and planning shelterbelts) is ex-
tended in the art,icles of Protz and Moen
(27) and Darby (18). The usefulness of
these lies in the examples of snow collec-
tion through farm layout and fence construc-
tion. Farm planning is based on general
climatic principles which can be applied
in other areas.
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Pruitt (2A¡ gives snow adfled life by exa-
mining the life in winter that depends
on it. These ecological considerations,
while centred rnainly on the boreal forest,
become also a way of looking at snow, as
something indicative of complex processes.

The two descriptions of ice are included
for their way of looking at this pheno-
menon with such wonder. John Millerts
article (24) is a description of ice and
its characteristics that begins with
remembrances of the iceman and huge
blocks of ice in which the authorrs
sister could see people figure skating.

The mechanisms of its formation (freezing
in columns) and the changes (such as
frazil ice which is the slush of needles
brought to shore by wind and waves smashing
newly formed ice crystals) are described
by Newbury (25) . There are further stories,
about the increasing clarity of ice the
deeper you go because there is more time
for the air bubbles to disappear, about
the melting of ice along the crystal
boundaries because impurities are forced
into these areas.

The components of wint,er can also serve
in fostering an awareness of the land
around, of the living processes existing
in both summer and wi-nter. The manner in
which playgrounds or schoolgrounds are
developed for winter use is also dependent
on a philosophy of environmental educa-
tion, i.e., considering what can be
learned about winter from the way in
which elements are organized; considering
the ways in which relationships can be
made more obvious.

Thus characteristics of the winter cli-mate
can be studied for themselves but also
for what they indicate about other phe-
nomena and for the secrets they cont,ain.
For example, frozen over ponds act to
protect dormant life forms waiting for
warmer temperatuiês.

The two sources listed (only two of a
possible multitude that are used in
schools) are books valuable for the pro-
grams they describe. They should in

winter and
environmental
education
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fact be read as a prerequisite to design,
not, only for the wonder they inspire
about winter, but also for their ideas
about winter environments open to ex-
ploration and learning.

An outdoor environment that is intended
to function over winter requires special
considerations in terms of planting. In
addition, a playground environment has
its own set of conditions with regard
to planting.

There are few references that offer spec-
ific information on the best planting for
playgrounds. The sources listed (Ir8r9,
36,38,39) give some general criteria.
Plant material should be select.ed and
sited so as Lo al-low maximum use of the
area for play 4nd to minimize maintenance
problems, while providing a variety of
colours and textures. Planting could be
used to divide the different'sections of
the play area, but it is important to
maint,ain visual access. Planting could
be destined for shelter, for climbing,
or simply for seeing the light filter
through the branches.

More specific guidelines also exist.
Trees should not be planted close to or-
ganized games areas. Small trees in open
positions should have guards. P1ant,ed
areas next to hard surfaces should have
wooden edges, raised borders or retaining
walls.

Appropriate plants are thus identified
in terms of general characteristics,
with only two of these references
giving specific plant lists. Arnold
(36) gives a plant list for the north-
eastern United States with the proviso
that selection of materials would de-
pend on the type of playground sur-
roundings and other factors. The an-
notated plant list given in the University
of Illinois publication, (8) while not
directly applicable to this area, shows
a good method of setting one up. The
only problem in both seems to be the lack
of information on specific attributes
of these plants with 'respect to play-
grounds.

planting and
pl aygrounds
and $/in[s¡
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fact be read as a prerequisite to design,
not only for the wonder they inspire
about winter, but also for their ideas
about winter environments open to ex-
ploration and learning.

An outdoor environment that is intended
to function over winter requires special
considerations in terms of planting. In
addition, a playground environment has
its own set of condi-tions with regard
to planting.

There are few references that offer spec-
ific information on the best planting f.or
playgrounds. The sources listed (L,8 ,9 ,
36r38r39) give some general criteria.
Plant material should be selected and
sited so as to allow maximum use of the
area for play and to minimize maintenance
problems, while providing a variety of
colours and textures. Planting could be
used to divide the different,'sections of
the play area, but it is important to
maintain visual access. Planting could
be destined for shelter, for climbing,
or simply for seeing the light filter
through the branches.

More specific guidelines also exist.
Trees should not be planted close to or-
ganized games areas. Small trees in open
positions should have guards. Planted
areas next to hard surfaces should have
wooden edges, raised borders or retaining
walls.

Appropriate plants are thus identified
in terms of general characteristics,
with only two of these references
giving specific plant lists. Arnold
(36) gives a plant list, for the north-
eastern United Stat,es with the proviso
that selection of materials would de-
pend on the type of playground sur-
roundings and other factors. The an-
notated plant list given in the University
of lllinois publication, (8) while not
directly applicable to this area, shows
a good method of setting one up. The
only problem in both seems to be the lack
of information on specific attributes
of these plants with 'respect to play-
grounds.
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There are a number of references (35 r37 ,
40,4I,42,43) that offer suggestions for
winter planting that will leave winter not
a forgotten season but rather one with
colour, texture, and other attributes
such as attracting wildlife.
The sources listed are primarily of
gardening interest (except 37 and 42) and
thus the greatest emphasis seems to be on
visual effect. However another important
aspect of appearance would be the role
the planting would continue to fulfill
as a barrier, or in the creation of
spaces.

Appearance would also include colour and
texture. Noting changes in appearance
from season to season would provide valu-
able lessons in biology and in the work-
ings of different environments. Certain
plants through their uses would provide
introduction to historical application.
Finally there are those sources describing
historical winters that have attracted
themselves to the mystique of the prairie
landscape and those present winters clothed
in a romance that makes them an integral
part of the prairie soul.

Morley Callaghanrs text (44) to John de
Visserrs photographs has some of the very
special wint,er memories a father
teaching his son to skate, the o1d man on
a street whose special delight, it was to
shovel other people's driveways, remem-
brances of winter nights which gave the
exuberance for endless party-going.

Grovers work (45), as Royrs (47), is an
important piece of Canadian literature
with fascinating winter imagery. Grovers
essays describe several trips made between
two small Manitoba towns over the space
of a year. The most arresting are those
descriptions of the winter with its
vagaries, mysteries and secrets.

Kurelekrs book (46) holds those paintings
which capture the activity and imagination
special to winters of play, the beginning
and the end of all these explorations.

winter on
the prairies
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ph}¡sf,sæå fasÉors
In designing play environments that can
be used in all seasons one could approach
the situation by attempting to control
physical factors through protection and
elimination. But one can move beyond this
creation of shells to the stance of using
these physical factors to develop a
richer play envj-ronment - ê.9., admitting
sunlight to produce shadows, having
special places for listening to the
sounds of the windr or falling rain.
For this reason, some basic mechanisms
have been outlined, so that one can ap-
proach each factor and each situation
individually. As with a frj-end one
should be sensitive to their vagaries.

ENCTISH ESKIMO (Af,ÀSKA)

gno\rr
sNot{

SNOW THÀT
corrL8cTs oN
TREÉS

SNOW ON lHE
GROUND

DEPTH HOÀR

I{IND-BEÀTEN
SNOW

SMOKY OR
DRIFTTNG SNO¡¡

ÀNNIU

OALI

API

PUKÀK

UPSIK

srQoo

SATUMÀ ROAO

Snow is that chameLeon - like gift of
winter. It arrives as and becomes a var-
iety of materials. The best indication
of this is in the snow terminology of the
Kobuk VaIley Eskimo (Alaska).,

With snow as this given material we
could approach it, by just deciding to
clear certain areas of it, but actually
our manipulatj-on of it can be a bit more
sophisticated. Several characteristics
are important in these considerations
radiation properties of snow, heat con-
ductivity characteristics, density, com-
pacting, toughness, and thawing of snow.

One of the properties that is most evident
and that everyone has had direct experience
with is that of its reflective power. 70-
95% of the solar energy falling on snow is
reflected. The intense sparkling of snov/
is due to a large number of flakes being
placed on the same plane and reflecting
the light simultaneously. During the day
shadows are particularly visible while the
snowfalls of late autumn create nights
illuminated by liqht of a very magical

SMOOTH SNOW
SURFACE OF VERY
FINE PÀRTICLES

ROUGH SNOW
SURFACE OF LÀRGE
PARTICLES NÀTÀTGONAO

SUN CRUST SIQOOTOAQ

DRIFT KTMOAQRUK

SPACE FORMID
BETWEEN DRIFT
AND OBSTRUCÎION
CAUSING IT ANTMÀNYÀ

SHÀRPLY ETCHED
WIND-ERODED SNOW
SURFACE (SASTRUGI
OR SKAVLIER) KAIOGLAQ

IRREGULÀR SUNFÀCE
CÀUSED BY
DIFFERENTIA¡
EROSION OF HÀRD
AND SOFT LAYERS TU¡4,ARINYIQ

BOWL.SHAPED
DEPRESSION IN
SNOW AROUND BASE
OT' TREES QA¡4ÀNIQ

2, t.Jilliam O. PruitÈ Jr., "Life in rhe
Sno$r", ManiCoba Nature, Winter 1973.
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quality. Old compacted sno\^/ reflecLs
30-50? of solar energy falling on it,
and wet sno\d even 1ess. The process
thawing dul1s the edges of snowflakes
they lose their ability to sparkle.

snow f ormat,lon
Snowfl,akes happen t.o be forned everywhere
throughout t,he atmosphere, but come to-
geÈher to form snow cover in these areâs
where È.he Âir temperature above the earth
is below O"C for a period of time. The ice
cryst,als formed when wat,er vapour reaches
Ievels vrith sub-zero temperatures usually
melÈ in falling and new crystaLs form
around their edges. High flying clouds
produce minute ice crystals, while the
snow falling fron low-flying clouds might
sonetímes be only drops of mist.

snow cover properti€s
The type of snow and cover is subject Èo
a great many influences. Climatic con-
diÈions aÈ the time it falls wiJ.l have a
hand in its naÈure ånd shapé. Snowflakes
are also subject to deformation !¡hile they
fall. The snolr cover itself changes r.rith
occurlences of hoarfrost, sleet, and ev-
aporation. It begins ðlso to condense
with the force of gravity acting on it,
vtith thawing foLlohred by freezing, with
the influence of Èhe wind. The nature of,
t,he soil surface beneath the sno$/ is also
important in Èerms of the depth to which
it is frozen and the fLuctuaÈion of
temperature within the cover.

temperature and snow
Tempelature while snow is faL1Íng affects
èhe ultinaÈe stat,e of the snos, cover. In
colder temperatures the snowflake develops
nev, crystål growths on ils sides. such
snowflakes produce a very puffy and light
snow cove!. Snowflakes in above 0"C tem-
peratu¡eg have a sinple form because the
fine needles have meleed away. A snovt
cover produced in these. circumsÈances is
rnore solid.

.'noises in the snow
The cracking of snow is connected with thä
processes of recrystallizat,ion of the snow
being affected by a 1oad. The vibrating
movements produced by the transposltion of
þårticles increase \¡rith loâd application
unÈil the fxequency is greaÈ enough co
produce a sound.

compaction of snow
Fresh snow forms a loose layer which even-
tually becomes more compact under its orvn
rrèight and che !¡eighÈ of further snow-
faLls. This compact,ing (lrith the air
space bet$reen flakes becoming smaller and
erith a subsequent increase in the density
of snow) is influenced also by other
factors. Snowflakes may shatter or slip
into vacant spaces or snowflakes may
f.teeze together at poinÈs of contact.
These processes occui conståntly through-
out the winter.

only

of
and

The heat conductivity of snow is poor.
It has good insulating qualities, prê'
venting heat from leaving the soil and
cold from leaving the atmosphere (i1Ius-
trated by the presence of unfrozen soil
in areas $¡here there has been an early
snov/fall and the fact that the presence
of snov¡ cover over a water area also
prevents the formation of a thicker coaL
of ice. Dense sno\^/ has better heat
conductivity than'loose sno\,{, with ice
possessing a heat conductivity about
l2Z better than that of snow.

The density of snow (the proportion of
the quantit,y of \n/ater obtained from snoh/
to the amount of snow being examined)
changes throughout the season. The den-
sity decreases to a minimum in January,
when it begins to increase until it
reaches a peak in the spring, when the
sharp edges and corners of snowflakes
undergo external thawing, and compacting
of the snow is due to the compressing
action of the surface tension of tiny
particles of water envetoping sno\d
crystals. Fluctuations in density
(diminishing after a snowfall, rising
after a thaw or rainfall) create a layer-
ing of loose and compact, sno\^/.

The bearing capacity, or toughness, of
snow doesn't always depend on its density.
With a rise in temperature, and thawing,
the water increases the density, but the
snev/ becomes brittle (spring snow is very
compact but not very tough). The tough-
ness of snow depends on the processes of
recrystallization, which are at their
best when the snowflakes have been
Ioosened. If snow is to be used in
building structures it should be loosened
and rolIed out in order to make it as
tough as possible.

I

The process of thawing¡ being a time of
changes can be manipulated in a variety
of ways. During the early periods of

tt,
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thawing dark objects which have fallen
down into the snow absorb more heat than
the snow and the area around them often
thaws right. through to the ground. For
example, deep craters form in the snow
around tree trunks since heat is pro-
vided for the area around the tree.
Snow sprayed with cinders absorbs 2.8

3. G.D. Richter, Snor", Cover, Its Forma-

DENSITY

tion and PropertiellJióGãõiñ--EËlïEñIñs
House of The Acadeny of Science, 1945,
p.71.

snow densities
TYPE OT SNOW

q

times more heat than clean snow.
colouring of sno$r with a dye als

Ne¡rly fallen snovt

Loose, fresh, and in clusters
Loose, newly fal1en
Loose, fresh, mediu¡n flakes
Loose, f¡esh fine granules
Lôose, fresh granular
NewLy fallen, wet,

Fresh sno$t

Newly fallen with rain
Wind swept snow

DENSITY OF SNOW

.01 - .10

.10 - .25
,25 - .35
.35 - .{5
.45
.32 - .35

3o
The

accom-

- .16

- .07

- .08

- .L2
- .16

.03

.04

.06

.08

.08

.13

.13

.14

.16

.t6
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plishes the same end, but only in the
initial stages of thawing, when the
direct heating power of the sun is of
prime importance. During the later
stages of spring when thawing depends
also on the heat content of the air,
the pressure of soiled particles slows
down the process of thawing.

The uneven distribution of snow also
has an effect on the rate of snor¡i melt.
When the winter has been windy and snow
has been moved around, melting is bound
to begin in some places sooner than in
others. The heat absorbed by these areas
contributes to the thawing process. The
cover of least thickness usually occurs
on the top most parts of slight eleva-
tions and steep slopes directly exposed
to the wind.

Another consideration is that of ground
cover. The rate of melting over short
grass has been shown to be greater than
that over longer grass. ¿ This occurs be-
cause the longer grass ácts as a better
insulator. With the short grass there
is a better thermal contact between the
soil surface and the base of the sno\^r.

and Properties,
of The Acêdemy

Snow Cover, Its Formation
@

G.D. Richter,

of Science, 1945, P.15e19.

:Lt"

Separated air flow occurs when
air fl-ow on top of one another,
each layer varying in momentum.

Iayers of
t¡tith

.35 - .38

.40

27

DESCRIPTION

Very Loose
Loose
Mediurn

Dense

Very Dense

Snow is firrn enough to
support pérson without
skis
Eoot leaves slight, print,
Human Foot leaves no
imprint

\4¡1nd
4, Keith Smith, principles of Appliedclimatotosy, l,ondõñì-TkiãTiff-Tg75,
P.34.

types oi wind f I ow
Wind flor,r occurs in prirnarily Ehree ways.In the case of laminar air flow, Layeràor streams of air flow on top of one anotherin paral]el patt.ernE. Turbulent air flow
invoLves air masses noving in the samedirection, but in_ 3 ra.dom pat.Èern.

o

In the o1d story of the sun and the
wind mightily trying to outdo each other
in forcing a man to take off his cloak,
the sun won the contest through the
gentle intensity of heat. The howling
and blustering of the wind forced the
man only to pulI the cloak tighter
about him.

wind and temperature
wind increases convective and evaporative
cooling. A howling \,/ind does not change
the air temperature. WhaÈ is produced
for the body is a continuous heat loss
and the sensation of å loweÌ Èempera-
ture through bhê rêmoval of a proèec-
tive fiL¡n of air and moisture. Under
conditj-ons of brj.ght, sunshine Uhe
cooling is reduced.
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And that is how we approach the wind.
We tighten our cloaks and put, up solid
wa1ls. However solid walls can
create more problems then they solve.
There are ot,her ways of approaching the
wind and its effects on the micro-
climate.

On a world - wide scale wind is pro-
duced by variations in the density ofthe atmospheric mass. This occurs
largely through an uneven distribu-
tion of the sun's heat on the surface
of the earth. On a smaller scale the
wind may be a modification of these
larger scale movements or may be an
aj-r movement set up by elements of
that locale the presence of water,
vegetation, or certain topographical
features.

The immediate surrounds of an area -trees, shrubs, walks, fences, build-
ings can create high and low
pressure areas. The introduction of
a rough barrier into the airflow willresult in the format,ion of a pressure
eddy in front of the barrier and a
suction eddy leeward of it. In the
case of a solid wal1, because the
wind cannot pass through, the air
currents passing over are forced
downward creating an intense suction
effect. The barrier can effect wind
over a distance of from two to five
times the height in front and from
ten to fifteen times leeward.

-+Ê

s and

vegetat¡on and wind
VegeÈaÈion acts as an obstructj.on to wind

,through Èhe creation of frictional drag.
Evên differences in the height. of grass
have been shown to influence wind speed.,

. As lhe air moved from a longer to a
shorter grasa cover there vras an acceler-,ation of wind speed at a height of I
metre, erith an increase of fro¡n 2l to4t m.,/sec. ove! the first 50 netres and
an increase of fro¡n 4t¡ to 4 3/4 m./sec..over the nexÈ 50 meÈles.

' 
--(Keith_Smith, P{inciples of Applied
cJ,J.maEology, London3 Mccraw-HiIl, 1975,
P.42. )

['armstead shelterbelts wiLl provide
minimum protection for farm Èuildings andge¡vi.ce areas when three rows of tréesare located at least I0O feet from themain-building. In an area of heavysnowfall a single row of caragana ór
wilLow should be planted 50 to 100 feetoutside the main sheltêrbelt to provide
a snor,, Èrap.2

(Saskåtche!¿an Agricultural Se¡vices Co-Ordinating Comnittee, cuide to FarmPracrice in Saskarchewñ;-TgJ g-;-ÞlJ2 6 . )

The opti¡num density for a shelt.erbeltis 50 co 60t.

A baffle added to a solid fenc
creases the area of protection
baffle slanted av/ay from the w
the wínd flow over gently. In
study the greatest protection
feet away from the fence came
the baffle at an angle of 65u.
the baffle is slanted toward t

e in-
.A
ind lets
one

two
with

ñe
When
wind

the flow is forced straight up, with
the area near the fence receiving thegreatest protection.

a

Wind can also be controlled through
various methods of channelling. The
ventury effect is based on the prin-
ciple of channelling an air mass 5. Sunset

Gat.e9,
Books, How Èo Build

¿J



through a small opening. A windward
oriented channel, be it a street or
a tunnel, can accelerate the prevail-
ing winds.

"The wind plays strange pranks with
snowi snow is the most plastic medium
it, has to mould into images and symbols
of its moods . in every case there
had been two walls, as it were, of
furious blow, and between the two a
lane of comparative ca1m, caused by
the shelter of a clump of brush or
weeds, in which the snow had taken
refuge from the wind's rough and
savage play. Between these capes of
snow there was an occasional bare
patch of clean swept ground. A1-
together there was an impression
of barren, wild, bitter-cold windi-
ness about the aspect that did not
fail to awe my mind; it looked in-
hospitable, merciless, and cruelly
plavful". -b

In the city on rare occassions also
the wind and snow join forces to
present just, such a face. Usually
however, this is an mitigated by
the presence of structures and what
does happen is that the snow collects
in places where it creates minor
annoyances and irritat,ions in
doorways r orl roadways and does not
collect in places where it might
be useful - for insulation of plant
life, for the creation of mounds.

Although we cannot control it com-
pletely we can guide it partially'
gently persuade it to move in certain
directions. By understanding that a
physical obstruction will cause the
l.;ino flow to become a number of tur'-
bulent air zones on the leeward side
of an object we can begin the manipula-
ticn. Because of the lower wind velocity

\l¡f,nd and sno\E/
wind and sno$, dr¡fting

io.r.i got of drifting snow ¡noves along !^tiÈhin
a foot of the ground. It moves in lhtee
ways. In suspension, ParticLes.are taken
up-into raãE-iõîÏng layers of aÍr.- Through
sãltation, larger particles ro11 along Èhe

õlõüñã-ÞÏopertè¿ uy the wind until Èhey hit
án obstàclè and make a hop. wilh surface
creep particles Èoo larqe to be moved by'laIËtion are knocked forward by the irnpact
õl-Eõ,un-dng saÌtacing gralns .

wlnd and snO$¡ comPaction
The density of the snow increases wiÈh the
strength of the wind. Snowflakes are treat-
ed in-several vrays by the rrind. They can
be broken apart and shifted cloaer to each
other under the Pressure of the wind. The
wind rnight aLEo just Push the snowflakes

'against each other. When the snowflakes
aie broken into smaller Pieces, they are
able to fill bhe air spaces wiÈhin the
snow cover.
6, Frederick Philip Grove, over Prairie
Trails, Toronto: !'tcclelland and stewart
EïñiEãd, 19s7, p.66.

wind breaks, snowf ences,
Usually the Prevailing winds which cause
drifting come from a ¿lifferent direction
tshan the winds gthlch bring the snowstorm
responsible for the snow.

Solid wooden uPright screeng are guickly
covered up by snow and nust be extlemely
.strong to withstand ôir Pressure. A
large sloping snowdlift occurs on the

'wÍnãward èide. rf the fence were placed'at. an angle of 45o Èo the wind the trough
.would be eliminated.

Elevated wind-cleflecting solid screens do
not cause any snowdrifts to for¡n. The
ground i¡n¡nediately below thern is free of
lnow. The wind is deflected and dlrected
a! a sharP angle in to Èhe cut.

À hrindbreãk on a ridge increases Èhe pro-
tected areå. (Building up the centre of
a lane slightly higher than its edges
helps lhe l.tind to scour the road clean).

The s¡andard snos fence is four feet high
wÍth IN" laths spaced 1!" to 2" apart.
It is about off èhe ground.
By moving such a collecting fence as the
drift accumulates' even higher drifts cån
be created.

.t^



in these areas, the force of gravity re-
leases the snow from its encounter with
the wind.

The presence of an obstacle will cause the
snow to collect around it in drifts of
varying configurations. The drifts then
"seek to fill in the area of t,urbulenee
created by the obstacle, bury it, and form
an aerodynamically smooth surf,ace over
which the wind can flow smoothly again.
They seek, in other words, to streamline
themselves. " I

Snow falling in calm weather usually assumes
the shape of objects where it accumulates.
With a wind a triangular snowdrift is
stretched out on the leeward side of trees,
shrubs, clusters of grass. A row of tall
weeds acts as a natural snow trap and pro-
duces a drift on its leeward side as would
a snow fence. A denser fence will create
a shorter drift, while the height of a
fence is directly related to the length of
a drift.o "The rule of thumb is that a

-9standard-snow fence of 533 porosity will
form a drift on its leeward sid.e 10 times
as long as the fence is taI1. Thus a 4
foot high fence will develop a drift next
to itself extending 40 feet toward the
protected area, a five foot fence a
drift 50 feet long, and so forth".,

The illustrations on the next page show
the drifting patterns arising in different
situations.

grouping of e¡emenß
It is reconmended for farm buildings that
groupings in "L" and "U" shâpes be avoid-
ed as adjacent buildings will deflect
snow totdards each other. Farm sheds
should be open away from the prevailing
rdinds (and thus should face Ín a south-
easterly, or east,erly directj.on).

s$rill chamlcers are ,rs"a on farms to move
snoe¡ farther ouÈ f,rom a buildÍng (Harrow-
smith, p.72). This usually involves a
fence at least 8 feet tall built onto
the corners of the shed to be protected.
The fence forms a 16r by 16' boxed in
area at each corner rríth one side of
êach box consisting of, a long piece of
fence. snow blowing over a buildlng roof
will deflect Ínto these areasi from

lwhich it will be throttn out farÈher away.

7, Harror.rsmith Staff Report, "The Best
Defence ls a Good Sno!, Fence", Harror¡t-
smith, December, 1979, p.69.

8. IBID, p.71.

9. @, p.71.
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solan radf,atio{ã
Vüe accept the sun as a part of everyday,
a signal that night is past, as something
that adds heated punch to summer and a

as cloudy and clear dayE

gently warmed brilliance to winter. It is
a resource that can be used on a continuum
of scales, from the use of complex solar
collection systems to the use of an appro-priately text,ured and coloured surf acè.

Heat int.ensity is controlled by a number
of conditions both on the ground and in
the atmosphere. The effect of atmospheric
conditions (such as the degree of cloudi-
ness), the season, the time of day affect
the angle of the sun,s rays, the distance
they must travel, and thereby the tempera-
ture. Rays travelling a shorter distance
and through fewer obstructions are
stronger. Thus at noon, when the sun is
at its highest point and has a shorter
path through the atmosphere, a slope
perpendicular to the direction of the rays
will al1ow for the greatest intensity of
energy of the day. (In summer the in-
tensity is greatest on slopes which areflatter, since the angle of the sun
moves t.oward becoming perpendicular to
the earthrs surface in winter. When the
sun is low, the steeper slope is better
for warmer temperatures) .

In addition to the angle of slope, the dir-
ection of a slope also plays a role in
det.ermining the intensity of radiation.
The coldest direction for a slope is that
which faces north since the slope is
never directly in the path of the sunrs
rays. The warmest direction changes
throughout the year, moving from a south-
west slope in January to a southeast slope
in the spring and early summer and back
to a southwest slope through the summer
and autumn.

Conditions at the ground surface, such as
soil types and cover, control temperatures
largely through processes of heat exchange.
An area covered with grass will be cooler
than an area of bare soil since vegetation
lowers the temperature by transferring

Solaf, radiation arrives in a for¡n that is
partly dlrect and part.ly diffused. Dif-
fusion is mininized on cloudless days
since there iE Les6 atmosphere in the wây
of the sunrs rays. Clear days bring with
them a large daily temperature range, which
can be accounled for by a large amount of
incoming radiation and a.large1y unobstruc-
Èed palh for outgoing radiation. Since
clouds conserve outgoing heat at night,,
clear vtinter days are cooler than cloudy
days because the outgoing bype of radiatio¡
prevails for a long period of t.ime as a
result of the long night.

temperature at the ground
Heat exchanged by day depends on solar
radiation, while at night Èhe heat radia-
tion f,ron.the surface of the ëar_th govexns
Èhj.s tlansaction. During hot pe¡ióds the
ground absorbs heat and reserves it. This
heat is then given out to the air at night
and other cooler periods. (In high moun-
tain aleas, the plant world lives close
to the ground taking advantage of all
possible heat).

The eff,ecÈiveness of this requlat,ion ig
increased erith the thermal conductivity of
the ground. Rock has good heat storage
capabilities. Sandy soil heats up trem-
endously in its uppermost layer, but be-
cause of lo$rer heat conductivit,y (due to
air spaces between the sand grains) lhe
heat does nog penetrate as deeply as in
'granite. Peat soils have higher tempera-
tures due to their dark coLouts. The
thermal conductivity of soiL also increases
with a rise Ln its moisture content aE
water conducts heat better than air.

It shouLd be noted that in sinter the in-
fluence of the ground dí¡ninishes. How-
ever, its composition and cover can still
åff,ect such processes as snow melt. Snow
melts more quickly over shorter grass
than longer grass because of a better
thermal contact bet$een the soil and
the base of the snorr.

Vegetation can lower lhe air temperature
by

a) transferring noisture flon the ground
inÈo the surrounding air;

b) retarding ventiLation by trapping cold
air which has sunk t,o the groundi and

c) trapping insolaÈion and shading a parÈ
of the soiL.

grass and soil
Bare soil will cool more slowly t.han an
area covered .¡/iÈh grass since the vegeta-
t.ion aids in a more intense radiation ex-
change. AÈ night a layer of air trapped
within the cover keeps the heaÈ close to
the vrarm soj.L surface, v¿hich is at the same
time being heaÈed by the upvrard conductj.on
to ground level of heat. energy st.ored ftom
the day.
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moisture from the ground into the sur-
rounding air, by trapping cold air which
has sunk to the ground, and by shading
a part of the soil.
Soil types vary in their capacity to re-
tain heat, and then emit it, during cooler
periods. With areas of rock having ex-
cellent heat storage capabilities, d.ecora-
tive mulches such as marble, chips, rocks
or bricks are useful for warming the soi1.
Loose mulches such as grass clippings,
leavesr oE straw, and decayed vegetation
and leaf litter have a low heat conduc-
tivity and therefore provide good insu-
lation. One often sees leaves popping
out from rapidly heated leaf litter be-
fore even the leaf buds of trees are con-
spicuous. (When a bed of grass and weeds
dies down in the autumn, the ground cover
of organic material becomes a centre for
frost. )

The microclimate of an area can also be
affected through the use of surfaces with
specific colours or textures. Roughly
textured, wet or dark coloured surfaces
absorb and retain more solar radiation.
Such materials have a lower albedo (the
proportion of reflected radiation to in-
solation) than materials which are smooth,
dty, or light coloured. fn areas where
outdoor surfaces have high reflectivity
(a high albedo) and. 1ow conductivity,
temperature changes tend to be abrupt and
extreme (e.9. polished silver does not
have the capability of absorbing heat and
then releasing it slowly during cooler
periods). In areas of materials of low
albedo and high conductj-vity (e.9. wood,
red clay brick) heat is absorbed and held
in reserve until needed.

Reflectivity may be required at one time,
whj.le absorptivity may be calIed for during
another season, Low winter rays can reach
deepset dark coloured absorptive surfaces.
(When the sun angle is low, vertical sur-
faces facing the sun receive more solar
heat than horizontal ones. ) High summer
rays can be intercepted by horizontal ele-
ments of high reflectivity. Since solar
radi-ation from the south is more verti-caI
than that from the east or west, obstruc-
tions intercepting radiation from the east
and west may have to be lower.

insulation of the ground
When soil is plowed iÈ is loose!, contains
more air, and is a poorer conducÈor of
heat. Because of lèss hèat Èransfer f¡om
the lowet layers of the g¡ound, the sur-
face is colder at night. Before the onset
of colder weather a frost glaze can be
observed in such disèu¡bed areas.

a I bedo
The cern albedo lndicates Èhe rate of re-
flected radiation to Èhe insolation. An
albedo of 40t o¡ .4 neans that Èhe
ground reflects 40t of,.the radiation
and a.bsorbs 60t.

ref I ectiv¡ty
Ref,lectivíty of Some Typical MaÈerials Wich
Respect To Solar Thermal Radiation.
(olgyay, p.295)

T OF REFLECTIVITY

suR¡'ÀcE
SOLAR 1THERMÀL

RÃDIATION RADIÀTIOli

Sllver, polished 93

Àluminu¡n, polished 85

whitewash 80

Cooper, po¡-ished 75

Chromiun plat,e 72

white lead paint 7I
White marble 54

wood, pine 40

Asbestos cement, 29
(aged one year)

; ned clay brick 23-30
¡ Galvanized iron, oxidized 10
i Black matte

SURFACE

98

92

85

80

1L

5

5

6

72

35
T. REFLECTIVITY

fresh, dry snow

Cloud surface
older snor¡, cover
Dry grass
Dry, Iight sandy soils
Desert
Ðry clay or grey soils
D¡y sand

Meadords

Deciduous forests
AsphaIt,
Rock

Rye and wheat fields
Ba¡e dry ground
Moist grey soils
Coniferous forests
l.let sand
Bare wet ground
Dark soils

.80 - .95

.60 - .90

.42 - .70

.32

.25 - .45
,24 - .28
.20 - .35
.r8 - .30
.15 - .25
.1.5 - .20
.15
.L2 - .15
.10 - ,25
.10 - .25
.10 - .20
.10 - .15
.09 - .18
.08 - .09
.05 - .15

(vicÈor olgyay , Design with Clinate
Princeton, Ner^r Jersey: Princeton University
Press, 1963t P.295,,
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"Ice is like that: Now you see it, Now
you donrt on a late afternoon I saw
ice crystals suddenly materialize, hesitate
for minutes, then sprout forth more daggers

by morning the whole pond would be
stilled by a thin drumskin of crystals.
Breezes were sealed out, the water beneath
stood still except where minnows darted,
sounds carried from far shores, ricocheting
off the glaze. I've since been to Vermont
ponds when the new-formed j-ce so hushed the
air that I could hear it strain and break
many yards down shore as beavers pushed
up from below. They poke their heads out,
looking surprised, sniff the air and halt,
for minutes with their front paws over the
transparent lid over their world ice
holds on to life right up to its last
black inches. One evening a lake lies
covered with leaden pieces of a puzzle that
the wind pul1s apart and fits together.
The morning after its adazzle with sun
and wave=" .10

Ice is perhaps the most mysterious of the
f actors. lrÏe ean all remember those nights
of long-awaited hockey games between arch
rivals t oy those night,s of simply skating
around and around and around so that
sleep brought with it no anxieties but
only the pleasant and powerful dreams of
childhood.

Ice is easy to manipulate on a scale as
gross as that of providing areas of ice for
activities such as skating. On a finer scale
there are other things that could be con-
sidered.

Freezíng of water is a process of crystal-
lization involving the rigid alignment of
molecules. Ice crystals are at first
random in orientationr but through the
forces of attraction a regular structure
is created. This occurs at O"C. The pro-
cess is affected by the presence of sun-
shine, wind t ex impurities. Wind will
result in the formation of rough ice sur-
faces. Snow cover serves to insulate and
results in reduced ice formation. Also
the rate of freezing of a body of water
gradually decreases as the ice layer itself
begins to act as an insulating barrier.

ice formation
As the ice front advances across a pond
surface, the water freezes along the
temperaeure gradient. The ice has less
strèngth and a tendency Èo.shear along
these vertical Planes. This occurs be-
cause the melting Point of the basål
plane is lower lhan r¡ithin the actual
ice crystal through the accumulation of
i¡npurilies in these areas. with the
folmation of ice, imPurities are f,orceil
out of the nehr crystalline structule into
the remaining liquid. The last Palt.to
be frozen coñtains most of the inpurities.
The whitish centre of most ice'cubes can
be explained bY this.

I

ice colouring
It is difficult to håve dyê spread evenly
through ice because as fleezing proceeds
the dye (foreign nolecules) is forced to
the bãsaL planes. This can be alleviated
by adding the dye !,rhen the water reaches
o"c.

10. John w. Miller' "Knowing lce",
¡.tagazine, January, I980 , VoI.82,/No

AudubonT;-
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Clearer ice can be produced by promoting
a slow f.reezing rate with the use of warm
water, minimal freezing temperatures, and
forms made of poor heat conducting material.
(A slower freezing rate allows more impur-
ities to escape). The direction of freez-
ing is important, and this can also be
controlled. Tf, for example, the top of a
form is insulated, this will be the last
zone of crystallization and can serve as
an escape for the gas being forced from
the forming ice.
In using ice forms for the creation of
ice of a specific shape, the contact sur-
face of the form should be smooth and
non-porous in order thaÈ the ice not adhere
in it. Plastics are waterproof, have a
smooth surface, and are durable with re-
spect to cracking due to thermal expansion.
Wood has good forming strength but
might require â plastic line because it
sticks to the ice.

a alef
"Canada may have been called Our Lady of
the Snows, but in the summer, if you are
on a plane on your way to Winnipeg, you
can see that this countryside, all the way
out to the plains, is really an astonish-
ing pattern of lakes...But it was beyond
this Lake Country in l¡Tinnipeg - where they
used to have air maps showing that for
fliers Winnipeg was the centre of the
world - that I felt colder than I had ever
been in my 1ife...I began to shiver. The
wind tore into my bones. My jaw began to
tremble. I felt dízzy. Our voices, the
discussion about Europe, sounded idiotic.
Voices from a faraway, fantastic, warm
other world. Then I really believed in
those stories of the Winnipeg winters of
'36 and '37 , when it had been fifty below
for days. Those winters seemed to be a1l
around me slowly killing me as they had
killed others who had wãndered away from
home...Now I felt a numbness in me as I
stood there holding the arm of my friend.
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It was the wind. I asked myself, what
am I doing here? Is all of Canada a longing
for Spring?...WelI, my cold night in
Winnipeg was admittedly a shameful experience

for a Canadian. I wasn't myself. I was
caught offguard by the bitter heavy wind.
It, must have weakened the spirit. It made
rn€ r for the moment, give in when I knêw
that the wonder of the country was that
people never gave in to the winter...And
any\rray, the truth is that those western
cities. . . seen in the fantastic winter sun-
light, have a lovely sparkle."r,
The prairie climate is characterized by
mild sunrmers and cold winters, controlled
by the continental int.erior location and
the mountains to the west. The expansive-
ness of the prairies results in varying
climatic classifications - from subarctic
in the north to humid continentatr in the
south and highland in the southwest.

11. Morley cãllaghan and John De visser'
winter,
fïiñ.i-ted

Toronto: Mcclel,land and Stewa¡t
, !974.

This expansiveness is also one of the
factors contributing to a variety of micro-
climates. These differences can be quite
pronounced. For example, a low marshy
area might have a frost free season that is
a month shorter than adjoining areas reJ
latively few metres higher.

The prairie climate is also characterized
by a high number of hours of sunshine
ranging from 2000 to 2300 per year. The
maximum usually occurs in July with a
possible ten hours per day. A minimum of
2.5 hours per day can occur in December.
However prairie winters are usually very
bright.
Winter snowfall can be relatively light in
the southwestern plains. There can be an
average of 81 inches per month from Novem-
ber to Februâry, with about 9 inches in
March. Minimal snowfalls of 2 inches might
occur in October, April and May. North,
northwest, south and southeast winds account
for the greatest percentage of wind through-
out each month. The strongest winds come
from the north and northwest. The average
rainiest months are June and August with
maximum rains coming as thunderstorms.
July and August are the hot months, a1-
though humidity is usually not high enough
to create discomfort.
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But perhäps,
is some kind
the snow and

"after the
of solace
ice" . r,

summer maybe there
for the spirit in

12. IBID.
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Out of all this arises a recognition that
the informality, spontaneity and richness
that winter provides are to be greatly
valued in considerations of the ptay en-
vironment. It is perhaps a paradox tô
delineate design guidelines which will
structure it. However the purpose of these
is more to create an awareness of possible
variables.

These guidelines are organized into t\n/o
camps. The first deals with specific com-
ponents sit,e analysis, site planning,
site activities, play structures, mounds,
and plant, material running on a contin-
uum of criteria that are general and on a
large scale to those that are more specific.
The second group deals with general issues

designing for all the seasons and for
changes in the seasons, maintenance, safety,
and adapting existing playgrounds.

It is difficult when a subject is divided
into such categories not to repeat yourself
or not to find strategies which really
belong to more than one category. I have
therefore for each category given general
"objectives" and then outlined the guide-
lines in terms of "mechanisms". This iras
not obviated repetition, but indicates the
different emphasis which the guidelines
might have.

site analysis
Site analysis should lead to an understanding
of the site in general terms and for each
season. One can then determine those site
characteristics which require changing, and
those which provide ways of achieving a play-
ground for the whole year.

Determine for each season wind
directions, areas of sun, the in-
fluence of existing structures,
circulation routes, the influence
of existing vegetati-on.

objective

mechan isms
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For each season then define aspects
particular to that season e.g., in
winter, areas of snow accumulation
and areas of suni low areas which
would affect the drainage of snow in
spring; in sunmer those areas re-
quiring shade. Each site and program
will have specific requirements.

Map the optimum zoning of activities
for each season.

Planning of the site should take into account
program requirements, site characteristics and
climatic considerations .

Following site analysis and in
tandem with conceptual develop-
ment determine optimum locations
for the activities required.
For example the play structure
should be in an area in which at
least some part of it will receive
sun during t,he winter day. How-
ever one might find that an area
of sun in winter requires shading
in summer, or that the area of sun
reguires wind protection. Such
things should be noted as they will
eventually be important in de-
tailed design.

Existing winter sun pockets on the
site should be retained.

Site planning should encompass each season and
the change from one season to another.

The area should be planned so that
some parts of it are usable during the
transitions from season to season.
For example, the sun can be used to
melt the snow in certain areas, so
that they will have spring earlier
and will be usable when other areas
are under water. (A1so the Lhawing
of snow can be intensified by the

sit,e pÉanffiíng

o bj ective

mechanisms

obj ective

mechan isms
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For each season then define aspects
particular to that season e.g., in
winter, areas of snow accumulation
and areas of suni low areas which
would affect t,he drainage of snow in
spring; in summer those areas re-
quiring shade. Each site and program
will have specific requirements.

Map the optimum zoning of activities
for each season.

Planning of the site should take into account
program requi-rements, site characteristics and
climatic considerations .

Following site analysis and in
Landem with conceptual develop-
ment determine optimum locations
for the activities required.
For example the play structure
should be in an area in which at
least some part of it will receive
sun during the winter day. How-
ever one might find that an area
of sun in winter requires shading
in surnmer t ot that the area of sun
requires wind protection. Such
things should be noted as they will
eventually be important in de-
tailed design.

Exist,ing winter sun pockets on the
site should be retained.

Site planning should encompass each season and
the change from one season to another.

The area should be planned so that
some parts of it are usable during the
transitions from season to season.
For example, the sun can be used to
melt the snow in certain areas, so
that they will have spring earlier
and will be usable when other areas
are under water. (Also the thawing
of snow can be intensified by the

sit,e pÉanmíng
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presence of vegetation, twigs,
cinders). Spring winds can be used
to dry off wet fields.

The winter play area should allow a sequence
of activities.

This requires an integration of built
elements and snow elements. Ideally
the structure, mounds, ice areas
would form a circuit of play in
which no component would be isolated.
The relationships among these com-
ponents should allow activities to
develop. For example, a deck can
lead to a mound. However no com-
ponent, should create dangers in
relation to another. I'or example
an ice area should not provide an
alien element. It could be enclosed
by a mound, and then its shape or
si-ze would not be such that would
encourage active hockey games.

The winter playground should be allowed to
develop through use to provide the oppor-
tunity for spontaneous play. This is the para-
dox in planning for winter playgrounds. For
although it seems that playgrounds are not
reaIly designed with'winter in mind, the
children using them rise above the situation
and are very ingenious in their responses.
The objective then is to provide a play-
ground with a variety of environments in
different stages of development, designed
not to inhibit the potential of winter but
to expose it.

The winter playground should
develop partly through use and
through changes in the season.
(The differences in types of snow
have an effect on activities. )
The traffic of children can sculpt
snow in certain ways. Thus if for
example mounds are located across
a circulation route, a path is
worn, which in turn becomes icier
or wetter over the season.

The integration of existing land-
scape features also allows spon-
taneous winter play. The accumula-
tion of snow around certain elements

o bj ective

mechanisms
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creates interesting spaces or nooks.
Snow can slip off the roof of an
existing structure and create instant
mounds.

The play area should allow visual contact with
centres of other activities.

Screening, shelter planting and mounds
should not isolate the play area.
(This is important from the point
of view of informal supervision
also. )

Specific locational planning conditions must
also be met.

Areas designated for ice should
have a nearby water source, if the
area is an extensive one.

Entry into mound areas for trucks
collecting and carrying snow should
be clear of planting and built
elements.

l¡linter play areas should provide for a
variety of activities and environments
areas for active and quiet play, areas for
older and younger children, areas for
activities such as sliding, climbing,
running.

The layout of snov/ mounds can be
used to define spaces, to create
quiet nooks and enclosed areas.

Areas accommodating larger groups
will encourage more activity.
Warmer s.paces for less active
pastimes can be created by form-
ing sheltered spaces and/or
spaces with heat absorbing colours
and materials. Lj-ght can be re-
flected into an area lacking it.
Canopies can be used to reflect

site ac,tf,vitfleE

obj ective

mechanisms

obj ective
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back out-going radiation. The
direction and angle df slopes will
influence the intensity of radi-a-
tion.
The winter play area should pro-
vide for activities that do not re-
quire a great deal of equipment
e.g., sliding without toboggans,
skating without skates.

Wint,er play areas should contribute to the
childrs understanding of his environment,
an understanding of snow and its palce in
our lives.

to

Planting of a type that is visible
in winter (in the form of pods or
skeletons) or that attracts wild-
life should be included.

À1lowance should be made for chil-
dren adding sno\^r to places or
buildings in the snow.

Free areas should be left for ex-
perimentation - for the building
of snotrr shelters , for measurement
of snow depth, for examination of
the life in snow.

Children should be involved in the
building of the winter playground.
They can map out, mounds, create
paths. They should be provided
with the tools and loose parts
that will allow them to modify the
area.

The elements of winter can be used in the
creation of new play experiences.

A path could follow the peaks of
a series of mounds.

In winter a slide doesn't have
to go up and down but could
curve around.

hiinter al1ows the opportunity
for the creation of fantasy enviro-
nments tunnels, mazes, ice houses.
The wind can be funnelled to create
different shapes in the snow.

obj ective

mechanisms

objectivê

mechanisms
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back out-going radiation. The
direction and angle of slopes will
influence the intensity of radia-
tion.
The winter play area should pro-
vide for activities that do not re-
quire a great deal of equipment
e.9., sliding without toboggans,
skating without skates.

Winter play areas should contribute to the
childrs understanding of his environment, to
an understanding of snow and its palce in
our lives.

Planting of a type that is visible
in winter (in the form of pods or
skeletons) or that attracts wild-
life should be included.

Allowance should be made for chil-
dren adding snow to places or
buildings in the snow.

Free areas should be left for ex-
perimentation for the building
of snow shelters, fot measurement
of snohr depth, for exami-nation of
the life in snos¡.

Children should be involved in the
building of the winter playground.
They can map out mounds, create
paths. They should be provided
with the tools and loose parts
that will allow them to modify the
area.

The elements of winter can be used in the
creation of new play experiences.

A path could follow the peaks of
a series of mounds.

In winter a slide doesn't have
to go up and down but could
curve around.

Winter al1ows the opportunity
for the creation of fantasy enviro-
nments tunnels, mazes, ice houses.
The wind can be funnelled to create
different shapes in the snow.

obj ective

mechanisms
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lVinter can provide a variety of
sensations - warmth from the sun,
the pinching of a howling wind.
One could for example make an
area where you walk from calm into
wind. Similarly areas of light
and darkness can be created. The
sun casts interesting shadowb in
the snow. The light, reflected by
the snow can be captured

Each snowfall brings with it the
potential for change - mounds can
beincreased in sizei new mounds
can be created, new boundaries
defined, new paths developed.

Different types of snow can be used to encourage
various activities.

Snow play areas should be sited
in several locations of varying
conditions (sunny, shady, windy)
to produce snow of different
conditions such as wet or dry.
Wet snow is good for building.
Dry snow is good for rolling
around in.

Changes in the density of snow
throughout the season also affect
activities. For example, as snow
increases in density through the
winter it becomes better for snow-
bal1s.

The siting and design of play structures
should involve consideration of climatic
conditions throughout the year. The play
structure can become a tool in the modifica-
tion of those conditions.

The play structure should be
sited so that at least some part
of it receives sun at some ti-me
during the winter day.

play structures

obj ective

mechanisms
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Heat absorption requirements will
disappear in the summer and shade
may have to then be provided. This
could be accomplished through the
use of deciduous trees which will
lose their leaves in the winter,
or by designing the structure so
that parts of it will provi.de shade
in other areas. Since winter sun
rays will affect largely vertical
surfaces because of their Iow angle
heat absorbing surfaces should be
vertical while horizontal surfaces
will provide prot.ection from the
summer sun. Grass could be planted
around heat absorbing elements for
cooler conditions in the summer.

Similarly parts of the structure
used for climbing in the summer
can act as wind protectors or snow
collectors in the winter.

Colours can serve to absorb or re-
flect the heat of the sun, depending
on their darkness. They are impor-
tant also for the variety that they
lend to a largely monochromatic
winter environment.

The type of material used will also
influence heat absorption. For
example, wood structures will help
in creating a more comfortable
play area.

The play structure should be designed so that
it will be adaptable to new winter use.

Structures can be designed to func-
tion in a different way with snow.
For example snov/ can fal1 over hor-
izontal surfaces creating tunnel
areas. Previously inaccessible
heights will be accessible. Swings
can become catapults into piles
of snow.

l7
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f1?sçãrads
The location of mounds should be a response
to existing play patterns and should rein-
force zoning.

Mounds should relate to other
elements of the play area insofar
as potential activities do not
cause those elements to be dang-
erous. For example, a mound could
be used to enclose a structure,
but if it were to intensify act-
ivity in a smal1 area it night
be better to have the mounds exist
in a linear fashion with the struc-
ture as a part of that play network.

Mounds should be located so that
they can be added to as more snow
falls.
llith the locations of mounds deter-
mined it is important to guard
against obstructions in the design
such as trees and built elements
that, will make it difficult to
mound snow t eE that will become
hazards in an area of mounds.

The grouping of mounds, their relationships,
their height can have an effect on the kind
of play going on around them.

A series of interconnected mounds
of varying heights will allow a
number of activities to go on and
different age groups to co-exist.
This could also be done by
creatj-ng an area of smaller mounds
which the older children might not
be inclined to use.

Mounds can be used as space form-
ing elements, to protect quieter
play areas or to direct traffic.

Mounds can be used in climatic protection.

A mound set against a prevaj-ling
wind will provide a protected area.
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Warmer south facing pockets wiII
provide sheltered areas.

The orientation of a mound will regulate its
duration.

A north facing mound wiLl last longer
than one facing south because it will
be protected from very intense
thawing action from radiation.
The shade of adjacent buildings and
vegetation will also affect duration.
A mound protect,ed by the shade of an
existing building will last longer
than one exposed t,o the elements.

Adequate drainage should be ensured for the
mounded area in the spring.

Mounds should be located in an area
which will not be prone to pooling
or in which drainage is directed
avÍay from buildings. They should
therefore be in an area slightly
higher than adjacent areas.

If drainage is seen to be a problem,
towards the end of winter the snov/
can be redistributed, gradually
leveIled out.

An attempt should be made to utilize as much
onsite snow as possible to preclude the
danger of having debris in the snow.

Use vegetation, and fences to
collect snohr.

Grassed or planted areas should
not be completely denuded of the
snow which serves to insulate
them over the winter.

(please see appendix for plant lists)

Vegetation used in a winter playground should
be chosen to meet a number of criteria cli-
matic protection, visual screening, its role

plant niaterial
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as play equipment, its visual aspects in
winter, its ecological role.

Trees and shrubs can be used to
block or channel the wind, provide
shader or force the deposition of
snovt.

Shrubs are effective f
in a childrs area due
size and the way they
snow.

windbreaks
their

tch drifting

mechan ísrns

GUNERAL
ISSUES

o bj ective
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Vegetation can be used in play -
climbing trees , for boundaries,
for obstacles.

Special conditions can be created.
For example, an especially ï/arm
area (with maximum wind protection
and maximum sun exposure) will per-
mit the flowering of early spring
plants. This could be aiãed by tfre
use of rocks which will hold and
radiate heat. (However morning
sun shining on frosted plants could
cause damage and so these winter
and spring plants should not be
oriented to the east.)

Because young plant,s are more
brittle in t.he winter and are sub-
ject to more damage from bendj-ng
and pulling, they should be well
protected. This can be accom-
plished by grouping them or by
having them out, of the range of
heavy activity.

Each change from one season to another brings
a ne\^r set of circumstances which can be met
to al1ow the functioning of the play area.

As sunmer becomes autumnr âfr in-
creasing use of heat absorbing
materials is necessary, especially
when the playground is still used
in the evening.

designf,ng for changes

w6ì
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As autumn becomes
tion from wind is
Snow fences could
Some planting can
protection should
young plants.

winter, protec-
also important.
be erected.
be done, and
be provided for

With winter becoming spring, some
of the perennials that appear early
in the year can be used. Thawing
can be promoted in some areas, while
some areas that are wet will pro-
vide children with water play areas.
Vlinds can be used to dry off some
areas such as sports fields. In-
creasing use in the evening re-
quires heat absorption and wind
protection.

As spring becomes sunmer, prepara-
tion for planting can occur.
Breezes should be channelled for
ventiliation. Areas of shade are
required.

Some elements can be designed to change with
the seasons, to acquire new uses.

A sports field might become an area
of mounds, a patch of land might
become an ice rink.

ô

Equipment which can be added
taken apart should be used -goal nets, screens.

obj ective

mechanisms

mechan isms
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Some areas could remain the same in
winter as in summer. For example,
asphalt areas could be cleared of
snow.

Existing landscape features should
be considered in terms of their
potential for play. Some enclosures
become accessible in the winter and
could be used for jumping from.

The siting of elements of the play area
should permit use during different seasons
and should make use of seasonal changes.

Certain areas might be located so
that the sun will melt the snow
faster and the area will be usable
while some other parts are still
undergoing a v¿et thaw.

o bj ective
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Paved surfaces would be usable in
the spring.

Those changes that occur as a result of
seasonal changes, and that might require
maintenance if they \ntere not considered
part of the pla1z experience should be in-
corporated into the design.

In some areas the meltingr snow can
be used to provide an area of
water play.

Fallen leaves in the autumn can
provide a good jumping pi1e.

Perennials that appear early or
that persist in some form through
the winter should be planted.

Large areas designated for ice
activities should be close to
a water source.

Those areas designated for snovT
mounding should be of a surface
that will permit this ê.g.r a
hard surface that will not be dis-
turbed by snow gathering or by
great amounts of snow resting onir.

The playground should encourage modifica-
tion by the children using it, and their
care of it. should allow these changes.

Children can be given certain
plants or areas of plants to look
after.
If an ice area is included, it
should be close to an accessible
water source and children should
be able to make repairs.
Tools should be available which
the children can use to remound
snow or add to existing mounds.

ffi'ãainÉ,eÍrafrge
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Places should be available in theplay area where children can build
structures.

safeÉy
The location of elements of the play area
with respect to other activities should not
create the potential for dangerous situations.

If snow mounds happen to or are
forced to occur adjacent to streets
or parking lots, they should be
directed away from the traffic.
This could be accomplished by
forming the mound so that the
steeper more interesting slope is
directed av/ay from the cars.

Areas of ice activities should be
sited away from hard vertical sur-
faces, and dangerous corners.

The potential for development of
slippery surfaces should be kept
away from walls by ensuring drain-
age in the other direction and by
keeping potentially water forming
elements away from those areas.

Basic maintenance should be considered in itsimplications for safety.

Lf snow is brought in from off the
site it should be free of debris.
Met,al parts should be avoided or
if they exist should be paj-nted a
dark colour.

Temporary structures frozen into
the snow should be refrozen through-
out the winter and removed at the
beginning of the thawing period.

Tripping hazards should be eliminated
by removing snow around elements
which might cause problems, piling
up snow in those areas r or at the
outset designing elements which will
be of sufficient height to be
noticeable.

obj ective

mechan isms
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Informal supervision should not be impeded by
the locat,ion of mounds or other playground
elements.

Snow mounds should not completely
obstruct the perimeter of the play
area.

If a vegetative screen is to be
used along the perimeter, high headed
trees should be used intermittently
to allow views in.

It should be determined which existing elements
enhance winter play and which ones require
changes.

The site should be analyzed for wind
patterns, areas of shade, snow coll-
ection. For example, the addition
of a climbing waIl may serve as pro-
t,ection against the wind.

If the existing equipment is of a
type that renders it unusable during
the winter (e.9., steel swings) it
may be necessary to make the winter
play area a separate play area.

If the existing equipment is of a
material and organization that wi1l
permit winter use, new structures
and mounds can be placed in a way
that will integrate the winter play
environment with that existing, and
will allow wind direction and snov/
collection in areas desired.

Existing site props can be utilized
in this integration.
ït could be possible to paint
certain areas to make them more
comfortable.

ad&pting eHísÉåÍBE
pf,aygr$uÉTGs
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EflÉe dessråptf,oËr
St. Ignatius School is a Roman Catholic school
offering grades one through eight. The 250
students come primarily from the area bound-ing the school. A small number are however
brought in from outlying areas. Since the
schoolyard, a court described by a U formed
by the school, convent and church, is undev-
eloped, the parents have for a number of years
been attempting to initiate action. In l-979,
Mrs. Brom1ey, then president of the parents'
association, approached professor Charles
Thomsen for help in the o::ganization of adesign-in. Early in 1980 it was suggested
that this site would be a good one to usefor application of my practicum research into
designing playgrounds for winter use. pre-
vious to my becoming part of the project,
questionnaires had been fil1ed out by the
students, parents and teachers. A drawing
and model building exercise was also done
by the children. I was involved in pre-
senting the project and questionnaire to the
local senior citizens' club which also hoped
to make use of the site. In May, l9B0 the
design-in was conducted with a group of
twenty people (including two children, twofathers, two teachers and one representa-
tive of the senior citizens' club) .

The school forms an L extending from the
Northwest corner of the block to midway
along the southern edge of the b1ock.
The remainder of the southern face is
occupied by the convent and church. The
church fronts onto Stafford, the eastern
side of the bIock. The yard then is open,
except for a frost fence, to the north
along which face runs Corydon, a major
street. At this point Corydon is largely
a conmercial street, except for a few
breaks for walk-up apartment blocks.
However the streets immediately parallel
to Corydon are composed of single family
houses.

Thus the site and the area around the site
provide a good mix of interests. The
supermarket, across Corydon from the
school is symbolic of a desire on the part
of the students to watch and participate
in other activities, and also provides
the schoolyard with people taking a short-
cut through the area.
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The richness of this environment then pro-
vides advantages in terms of the presence
the grounds can have in that theatre, and
in terms of what "extras" the children can
observe and Iearn.

The yard has an area of asphalt immediately
in the vicinity of the school and the re-
mainder of the yard is a compacted mud and
gravel surface. The existing asphalt is in
poor shape with cracks due to heaving,
while the gravel area has drainage problems.
The area is quite bleak with almost no veg-
etation. It is quite a bit more interesting
in the winter when the asphalt surface is
cleared of snow, and a ridge of mounds is
formed at its side.

Eit,e EsgÉåeg

The. questionnaires answered by the children
indicated a great dislike for the area of
gravel in the yard and the desire, as a
result, for more grass was often very Ìnsis-
tently stated. The asphalt area \Aias liked,
mainly for the games painted on it. More
such games were requested. It was mentioned
as a favorite place in the winter.
There was a heavy request for sports fields
soccer, football, baseball - with attendant
goal posts, yard lines, back stops. Hockey
and skating rinks v/ere also mentioned.
Basketball nets were requested, as was a
tetherball.
The size of the playground proved to be an
appreciated characteristic. Possibilities
of a track were mentioned. Some of the older
children wrote of the need to exclude some
of the younqer children from certain areas,
and requested for them climbing apparatus.
The younger children themselves requested
play structures with a variety of activities.

Other more specialized and exotic things
were mentioned - a target and a sealed off
area for snowballs, huge rocks displayed
near the fence.
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Drawings done by the children showed pre-
dominantly play structures and sports
fields. Many showed a great number of ac-
tivities occurring in the yard, but they
did not take up a lot of space in t,he
drawing. The yard was represented as
having a great deal of open space. Some
drawings showed pieces of equipment
scattered throughout the area, while
others showed one complex structure.
Another group of children built models
of plasticine. Again they showed a great
variety of desires. Some showed the pre-
dominantly open spaces of sports fields.
Others showed scattered play structures
which would each accommodate one or two
activitj-es. A few portrayed structures
of greater scope.

The teachers expressed approval of the
wide play spaces and the fact that child-
ren could use the whole playground. It
was noted that the asphalt area should be
expanded and should provide for more hard
top games. The lack of equipment was of
great concern - both equipment for mus-
cular development and the development of
imagination. The grounds offer no shelter
from the winds and one teacher noted that
poor drainage forced them to hang around
steps and walls. More grass, trees, sports
markings were required. The school yard
in its present state did not atlow solitary
play. Another criticism concerned the
fact that the use of snow was not developed
to its fuIl potential.

The senior cit,izens meeting in the church
basement are an active group, with activi-
ties ranging from ceramics to political
discussions. The development of some out-
side areas for them would add to the
variety and also make it easier at some
times of the year for those who find it
difficult to negotiate the stairs to the
church basement.

They expressed an interest in such activi-
ties as horseshoes, shuffleboard, croquet,
lawn bowling, suggesting that perhaps
tournaments could be arranged which would
allow the students to use such areas also.
They stated the desire to sit outside under
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shade trees, and a number liked the idea
of a community park in which you could sit
for a while after having done your shopping
at, Safeway or which the people in aI1 the
surrounding apartments could use. Most
however supported the idea that it was im-
portant not to take away too much of the
childrens' valuable play space

One specific problem was mentioned - that
of the side door of the church leading into
the sacristy. It seems the children often
use this door to come down into the church.
There is also often a great deal of noise
outside this door, disturbing the club
meet,ings and discussions. Several people
also mentioned a concern that the develop-
ment of the grounds might increase vanda-
lism,

One parent commented that the development
of the grounds for the children was of
primary importance. The community v/as
accommodated in other areas. Another
thought that the yard could be utilized
for general community activities in the
sunmer. Zoning for various ages and plan-
ning for good supervision were thought to
be crucial. One parent objected to
"dangerous climbing equipment" while
others asked for a climbing appartus, trees,
a sand box, fitness t,rail, shaded grass
areas, forests and lots of room.

These expressions illuminate a number of
site issues.
*The conflicts due to the wide range in
ages of the children must be resolved.

*Site development should permit. interaction
among senior citizens and children only
if desired. Therefore it is important
that each group have separate areas, but
the potential for the sharing of certain
activit,ies does exist.

*Further zoning problems exi-st with res-
pect to the need for quiet for the church
and convent area.

*It is important to maintain the sense of
open space which the yard presentllz gives,
but at the same time to provide the potential
for more variety of activity. (ffris could
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perhaps be accomplished through the multi-
use of spaces. )

*The drainage problems of the site must be
considered in the design.

*There is a lack of trees and grass.

vandalism must be*The potential problem of
considered.

*The development of the yard requires
climatic protection.

*Due te economic constraints development
will have to be phased.

*This schoolyard should present itself to
the street and community but also maintain
its independence and role as a yard for
the school

pf,sgfaÍs?
While no d.ef inite program was given, pÍe-
liminary consultations and analysis gave
rise to a number of possibilities. The
yard is to serve mainly the students and
senior citizens. Community use would occur
peripherally with the yard being used as a
circulation route as it is presently or
perhaps for something like the fitness trail.
Thus the most important components for the
students were seen to be the play structure,
the asphalt area, sports field, sitting areas,
planting, and areas for incidental play.
The senior citizens were interested in
sitting areas, lawn games and shade.

In the winter the play environment should
provide for largely the same activities
climbing, jumping, running, swinging,
balanci-ng, throwing, building, etc. but
it will probably do it in different vrays.
For example, mounds will serve as the in-
struments for many of these activities.
Jumping can be from up to down, or down to
üp, rather than across. Ice is an
accepted and expected part of winter.
Thus there are new activities. Sliding
is definitely easier in the winter.
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Materials
under the
apparent.

for building and throwing,
guise of snow, are very

For senior citizens winter is the time for
indoor act,ivities. The possibility how-
ever of sitting outside on intensely sunny
and warmer winter days should not be ruled
out.

sf,É,e æÍraäysf,s
Concurrently with these investigations
a site analysis was carried outl (please
see Appendix for pIans. )

Because the area of the school along Harrow
and Jessie is difficult to supervise during
recess, the central court is the area of
major use and therefore of major importance
in development. Since recesses are stag-
gered the areas immediately adjacent to the
school should be relatively quiet. The
classrooms for the younger children are
located in the southern wing of the school.
PIay areas and equipment for them should be
around t,hat area for purposes of super-
vision, ease of movement and the safety
of having an area where older children
might not venture.

The gym wall at the north end of the site
provides one of the few vertical surfaces
without windows and is great for ball play-
ing. The surface around it, then, ideally
would be a hard one.

The optimum area for the senior citizens
is at the eastern end of the interior
court since this is closest to their en-
trance to the church basement. This loca-
t,ion would also give a limit to the play
area and keep the children a!{ay from the
administration wing wa1l and the convent
where noise presents a problem.

The winds, as can be seen from the plans,
come from a variety of directions. The ones
of major importance are those blowing through
the court from the open side on Corydon. In
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late winter north and northeast wind.s
are strongest and screening from them
along Corydon is required. This is
true also of spring except that the north
wind acquires a bit more prominence. Tn
sunìmer the northwest wind returns to a
prominence which persists through the
faI1.
Areas of shade were plotted for each month
at various times of the day. As one moves
from December to June one can see the area
of shade decreasing and then from July to
December it increases. On a summer morning
t,he central court is sunny around the
school, but shady by the church. This area
of sun decreases through the seasons untí1
in winter it is a small pocket in the north-
west corner. Noon brings with it a minor
area of shade by the school but a much larger
area of sun in the central portion of the
site throughout the seasons. In the after-
noon the area of sun around the school in-
creases and only in winter is there an are
of shade in the northeast corner.

On the basis of the climatic analysis and
zoning requirements summaries for each
season were compiled. In winter No. 1*de-
fines an area where at least part of it
receives some sun during the winter day.
The northwest corner by t,he gym wa1l could
be kept clear for winter ball and hardtop
games. If mounds were placed in area 6,
some would last longer due to the shade.
Parts of areas 1 and 5 might be good for
a brief time of sitting and enjoying the
winter sun.

Spring offers similar conditions. Sitting
and enjoying the sun becomes more probable
and possible and as a result a park-like
area could be considered. The area sug-
gested for location of play equipment for
optimum winter sun would sti1l require
wind protection in some form as would a
spring sitting area in the southeast area
of the site.
In summer parts of the play equipment area
wouLd require shade. Elements used for
winter snow collection could be adapted for
sun protection.

With autumn a return to winter -like conditi_ons
ditions is encountered. As a result heat
retention is important in certain sitting
and play areas.

tPlease see Èhe plan on page 76
(Àppendj.x - St. Ignatius Bite
anal.ysis drawings).
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0rH É efl*fle

The seeming openness of the site was men-
tioned as a positive feature by many peo-
ple. this should be maintained by having
the sports fields as one large area and
other activities on the perimeter.

Because of the smal1 area of the yard,
individual sports fields cannot be de-
fined. Rather, the field area has to
serve many sports informally.
The Corydon side of the yard presently
allows informal supervision of the area.
Any planting or screening along this
side should therefore not completely
obstruct these views in.
The major play facilities are best
placed near the school both for the
safety of the children, and due also
to the zoning necessitated by other
uses of the site. However something
of a buffer area between the major
play area and the school should be
evident.

Since the whole area is quit,e exposed
to winds from several directions, most
emphasis should be placed on finding
the sun in t,he winter. Mediation will
have to be through built elements and
vegetation. It would be difficult,
and would diminish site potential, to
solve wind problems through orienta-
tion.

The sizes of the elements of the play
structure and their location should be
varied to accommodate the varying aqes
of the children.

Within this variation however the play
area should not be formed of scattered
pieces, but should be a cohesive who1e.

The area for the senior citizens should
be one that is completely accessible,
that is with walks not interrupted by
steps or changes in levels. This is
especially important since part, of the
purpose of this area is that it. serve
as an alternate summer meeting place
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for those people who have difficulty
using stairs to the church basement.

The area designat,ed for the senior cit-
izens should permit privacy for their
activities but should also take into
account the fact that sometimes their
activit,ies might include sitting and
watching children play.

The route into the yard for trucks must
be kept clear for the gathering and
mounding of snow.

A route free of obstructions has to
be maintained to those areas designated
for mounds.

Parts of t,he play structure should serve
for wind protection in the winter since
orientat,ion to eliminate wind is not
possible without sacrificing other site
potent,i-a1s.

Areas of major planting should be con-
fined to the perimeter of the site, where
it will serve for climatic protection and
will not interfere with the activity of
the play areas. Rougher, minor areas
of plantinq could occur in other areas.

desËgÍr ob3esÉfives
and c@nrepÉ,

The aim of the students, parents Leachers,
and senior citizens has been to articulate
a development of the yard that would allow
use for a number of different activities
and various age groups.

The problem was stated as one of wanting a
playground. There is a playground there
right now. Alt,hough it is one that could
be described as a big open empty field and
it does have disadvantages, it also has
advantages. It allows digging and scraping
in many corners. It allows unplanned for
plants to emerge.
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The aim then is to provide that free-
dom and looseness and undefined poten-
tial within an area providing both a
more formal zoning and direction, and
the added richness of a more varied
group of materials, objects, plants,
and activities.
The search for an area that provides
for explorations and spontaneous play
Ied to thought about. back al1eys,
which contain nooks, corners, and
garbage cans repositories of a great
deal of urban richness.

A back alley has a structure, but one
that is full of surprises. Its basic
structure is that of a secondary and
straight transit way. But along its
edges sheds protrude and recede,
garages open up and disclose cars
and junk t ot are tightly closed with
painted doors.

Fences too can be very tight t ot
they can disclose the neatly ordered
backyards hidden from the disorder
of the alIey. It is here in the al-
leys that weeds thrive, along those
two-dimensionally, hugging building
sides. There are some open vistas,
some closed. But open a garbage
can and find treasures.

In winter alleys become more neglec-
ted, but the troughs that are car
tracks, and the snov¡ order their im-
perfections. Some parts are hidden,
but. new things are exposed - like
the persistent skeletons of weeds
which are reminders of a season past
and one to come.

These quantities are described by
Charles J. Zerner in an article in
which he writes of streets and
alleys that provide for play.r,

" In plan, the street that is
alive has a complex, differen-
ti-ated contour created at the
juncture of dwelling and side-
walk. It is a living edge

13. charles J. Zerner, "îhe Street Hearth
of Play: Children in the city", Landscape
Autumn' L977, p.23.

l-
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that might be called the zíg-
zagging edge of a building.
By zigging and zagging, by aI-
ternately protruding upon the
sidewalk and then recedi-ng a few
feet, the line created by dwel-
ling facades and the plane of
the sidewalk creates a whole
family of realms in which chil-
dren situate themselves and
locate zones for different
actj-vit,ies along the street.
A street t,hat is a hearth of
play is one in which the con-
tours of dwellings create the
possibility of different cur-
rents of movement along the
street, different rhythms of
flow...
A stream, wit,h its branches
and meanderings, its alteration
of rapid, unimpeded flow through
straight portions of its banks
and the eddies and pools created
by naturally occurring varia-
tions - obstructions to flow -
has a symphony of currents,
eddies, and rhythms. If offers
places where the rhythm of move-
ment is stilled in a pool below
a waterfall and places where
the currents are rushing headlong
and unimpeded...

Think of a natural streamrs top-
ography. Imagine the banks that
slope down to the stream, al-
ternately grassy or covered with
moss, stre\¡/n with rounded boulders
or slippery as a mudslide. A
child approaching a stream,
climbing down its banks, finds
places to rest, places to c1imb,
and places simply to watch the
flow of water."
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desngffi dews"HtrÉi@Éä(please see appendix for drawings)

Through the north - south circulation,
t.he site lends itself to an a11ey leading
from the gat,e opening on Corydon through
to the pathway between the school and
convent. The siting of the play struc-
tures for best sun exposure in winter
reinforces this. The planting re-
qui-red along Corydon for climaticprotection, as well as the planting
along the convent waI1 define another
transit way in the form of a fitness
traiI.
The configuration of the asphalt area(put near the school for the purpose
of having a clean hard surface between
the play area and entry into the school)
arose through the two al1eys 1eading
to the back entrances of the school.
These are secondary alleys and define
a central open area of grass as well
as providing spontaneous play oppor-
tunities. The junctions of the alleys
are used to provide "resting places",
plazas and benches and plants. The
asphalt area could be cleared in
winter.

The alley surfaces are a mixture of
compacted gravel-ground, pêa gravel,
and rough plant,ing. These planted
areas are edged by extensions of thepath (similar to the crack down the
middle of the alley) which is formed
of railway t.ies and hydro poles (some
of which rise above the ground). Theplanting is of a type rough grasses,
wild plants, shrubs that will allow
the children to run through them,
play with them - that will be a
natural part of the play area, as
weeds in an a1Iey, not peripheral.
It also strives in winter to be a
presence, if only through its skele-
tons.

The play structure was sited and de-
signed as a part of that aIIey edge.
To that end it has open edges, verti-
cal faces on which could be painted
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typical al1ey facades, and scattered
planting. The play structures and
their roles as alley edges are de-
signed so as to a1low additions by
the children - nailing boards and
building.

And so it is the intent of develop-
ment to provide a structure to be
built upon, to be adapted, to have
boards nailed againstr "windows"
installed, benches created. It would
be ideal if the area evolved to re-
semble the description that follows.
Use hopefully will a1low it to.

"The material imagination of
children works r êv€n thrives
upon a fodder of natural and
cultural materials that lie
in profusion and glorious
disarray in the abandoned lots,
warehouses, wharfs, and work-
b-ins the reliquaries and
vegetal graveyards of the city.
These materials abandoned and
lying about, form a yeasty
compacted mixture of objects,
vegetation, and ruins which,
like the nutritive matt,ing of
leaf mulch upon the forest
floor, nurtures the mad
schemes and fantastic imag-
inings of urban children...
These sites are temporarily
possessed for sandlot baseball
or transformed into strange,'weedy jungles and parched
deserts of the imagination...
Each dusty leaf, each spidery
thicket of Queen Annefs lace
a sign of the vegetable king-
dom outside Lhe city...They
are sites in the city that
have gone to seed (they are
seedy) and are fertile in their
potentialities for play. It
is in these weedy places half-
way between evergreen garden
gone to seed and warehouse
wasteland that the quintes-
sence of a city is to be found
and explored. "rn

\

14. rBtp.
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soËrrÍÉåsfl*Ë3
Designing a ptayground that will consciou-
sly respond to winter involves the add-ition of a number of variables, which aresimply offshoots of variables generally
considered - solar radiation, winds,
zol+lg, accepting spontaneity and adap-tabiliLy. The difficulty lies in find-ing the fine line between a playground
orchestrated for every movemeht, and oneallowing development through the impu-
dences of winter - which is the advántagethat many ptay areas presently have, exlcept in those cases where the design ormaterials used present definite haãardsfor the winter.
The other difficulty, which also formspart of this fine line, involved not get-
ting.caught up and taken in by those úerytangible variables of climatiè directiveã
and seasonal conflicts i.e., tempering
sense with nonsense.

This is all the more difficult since it
seems at times that the human mind
doesnrt work by flowing but by slipping
backwards and forwards. For éxàmp1e,
an idea for summer has to be testàd forits implications for winter, and, some-
where in this process something is lost.
The tangible variable moves in and takesover. The whole sense of the area be-
comes one of Iitt.le pieces.

ït seems that usually at each point inthe design, some season had pràced.ence.
The design thus has areas in which sum-
mer considerations ruled and those in
which summer was subservient to winter.
Only the odd area \,\las the result of a
happy relationship between the two.
This probably occurred iir those areas
where the charrges are those related tonatural occurrences changes in vegeta-tion, changes in sun direction, areãs
where snow collects naturally, and in
those presently unknown areas where
things will happen accidentally.
And so the beauty of winter lies in neverreally quite knowing what will happen.
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And t,he problem is to design an area
which will allow those spontaneous activ-
it,ies to occur while providing a play
area that moves smoothly from season to
season.

How does one design the potential for
activities over a number of seasons, .with-
out stipulating that, those activities must
occur in a certain place? The answer is
in diversity, in providing for varied con-
ditions. One can jump by leaping over an
area of sandr or by going from the top
of one mound to the top of another, or byjumping over a pile of leaves. The con-
scious inclusion of all seasons in-
creases the vocabulary of that diver-
sity, and allows the activities to link
the seasons.
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The functions to be fulfilled by plants
in a winter play environment are varied.
One should consider such things as the
arresting effect of red twigs against
white snow t or berries hanging heavily
from delicate networks of bare branches,
or the warm colours of grasses holding
their own against a cold world. Of
importance, a1so, are the birds that
come to feed at certain trees, the his-
tory to be learned by looking at, a plant
and coming to know how it was used, the
food and drink that came from its
flowers and fruits, and the ways in
which plants mark the changing of
the seasons, providing a transition
through colours and flowers and fruits
and making visible the continuity of growth.

The plant lists compiled here, are but a
beginning in terms of those plants that
could be used in a play environment
trying to take advantage of winter.
There are many other plants that should
be used in a playground, but those listed
have been chosen for very definite winter
interest. The bias has been to the selec-
tion of native materials, since many of
them are a natural aspect of a prairie
winter. They also provide an environment
that does not have to be "protected" from
the exuberance of children, but rather
belongs to them.

There are six categories of plants. Autumn
plants include those of interest beyond
suflrmer flowering, those that flower into
the fall, and those that acquire interest-
ing colours.

Plants of visual interest in winter in-
clude those with striking skeletons, col-
oured branches, persistent berries, and
grasses. The grasses h¡ere chosen mainly,
for their height and their ability to lend
a soft and warm texture to the landscape.
(fhey should be cut back to the ground in
early spring just before new growth begins. )

Early spring plants are those which flower
in April and May, providing signs of

I
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approaching warmth and qui-ckening growth.

The last three categorJ-es could be listed
under the title of environmental educa-
tion. Several of the plants of winter
interest provide food that can be consum-
ed by people. There are also those plants
t,hat, throughout the winter, provide food
for birds and insects. Finally, those
plants which provide good examples of in-
sect galls are listed.
Following these lists, the plants are
briefly described, with an expl-anation
given of their major "winter play area"
characteristic.

påant åf,sÉs
autumn plants
Anemone patens Prairie Crocus
Aster laevi-s Smooth Aster
Aster pansus Many Flowered Aster
Helianthus laetiflorus Rhombic Leaved Sunflower
Oenothera biennis Ye1low Evening Primrose
Rudbeckia serotina Black-eyed Susan
Solidago canadensis Goldenrod

Parthenocissus quin- Self-clinging Virginia
quefolia Creeper
Englemanii

Rhus typhina Staghorn Sumac

Acer ginnala
Acer spicatum
Acer tataricum

Amur Maple
Mountain Maple
Tatarian Maple

Yarrow
Common Milkweed
P ips is sewa
Yellow Evening Primrose
Western Dock

winter visua I interest
Achillea millefolium
Asclepias syriaca
Chimaphila umbellata
Oenothera biennís
Rumex occidentalis
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Grasses

early Spring plants
Anemone patens Prairie Crocus
Cerastium sp. Chickweed
Ranunculus rhomboideus Prairie Buttercup
Viola adunca Early Blue Violet
Viola pedatifida Crowfoot Violet

Cornus stolonifera
Fraxinus nigra
Malus sp.
Salix alba sericea
Salix alba vitellina
Sorbus sp.

Arctostaphyllos
uva-ursi

Salix discolor

food for peop I e
Asclepius syriaca
Gaultheria procumbens
Lepidium densiflorum
Rumex occidentalis

Red Osier Dogwood
B1ack Ash
Crabapple
Siberian White Ï¡lillow
Golden Willow
Mountain Ash

Bearberry

Pussy Willow

Common Milkweed
Teaberry
Peppergrass
Western Dock

Shepherdia argentea Silver Buffaloberry

Acer saccharum Sugar Maple

attracting \¡ildlife
Lepidium densiflorum Peppergrass
Oenothera bj-ennis Yellow Evening Primrose
Solidago canadensis Goldenrod

Arctostaphyllos
uva-ursi

Bearberry
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Juniperus communis
Salix discolor

Common Juniper
Pussy Willow

Sugar Map1e
Black Ash
Crabapple
Pine
Western Snowberry

Acer saccharum
Fraxinus nigra
Malus sp.
Pinus sp.
Symphoricarpos

occidentalis
Viburnum sp. Bush - Cranberry

*In the winter half of the diet of the
chickadee is the small eggs or larvae of
insects and spiders which are nestled in
bark crevices. They also eat the seeds
from pines and hemlocks. When the snow
covers the tops of the branches, they can
stíIl hang beneath to gather seeds and
insects
*Winter insects (springtails or snow fleas)
are often found at the base of a tree on
warmer winter days where the sun has melted
through, and where they can come out to
feed.

p I ants with insect ga I I s
Insect gaIls are deformations of plants
caused by insects and used by them for
food and protection while developing. The
insect disrupts the normal growth of a
plant, either through physical irritation
or chemical secretion. The plant grows a
deformity around the insect, which the
insect then uses for food and protection.

Elliptical Goldenrod GaIl
Goldenrod Ball GaII
Goldenrod Bunch Ga11

- Oak GaIl
- I¡Vi1low Petaled Gal1
- hiillow Pine Cone GalI
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wild flowers

Achillea millefolium Yarrow

Yarrow is a perennial, flowering from Juneto August. Its height ranges from one to
two feet. It spreads by seeds and shallow
roots. The leaves, which are finely cut to
resemble feathers, are very fragrant. If
the snow is brushed away from the base of
the plant and the leaves of the rosette
around the stalk are crushed, the sme1l
is very strong and spicy.

Anemone patens prairie Crocus

These pale blue and mauve perennial flowers
are among the first to appear in the spring.
The leaves arise from a thick wood taproot,
and the plants can persist into September.

Asclepius syriaca Common ¡tilkweed

This perennial spreads by seeds and under-
ground rootstocks. It can reach a height
of from two to four feet. In winter, the
pods turn silvery gray on black stems and
contain silky seeds. The spring shoots of
this plant can be eaten cooked, like
asparagus, or raw if they are still young.

Aster laevis Smooth Aster

The bright, violet-blue flowers of thisperennial appear with dark green, thick
leaves. The height ranges from one to four
feet,, and the plant has a tendency to flop.
Flowers last from lat.e July to late
September.

Aster pansus Many Flowered Aster

Smal1 and numerous flowers are found on one
side of a curved stem. Clusters of wiry,
hairy stems arise from a thick rootstock to
a height of 8 inches to 24 inches. The
leaves of this plant are gray-green and
linear. Flowers occur from late July to
late September.

Cerastium sp. Chickweed

The smalI, white flowers of these perennials
appear early in spring. Because the stems are

N
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semi-prostrate r the height of the plant does
not extend much beyond ten inches.

Chimaphila umbellata Pipsissewa

The shiny leaves of this evergreen plant grow
in whorls off erect stems up to a height of
L2 inches. The plants are found beneath pines
and oaks, connected by an underground root-
stock. One can often see the flower stalks
and seedcases sticking through the snow.

Gaultheria procumbens îeaberry

The bright, red berries of this plant last
all winter, but they are generally hard to
see beneath the shiny evergreen leaves. The
plant is about 6 inches ta1l. The leaves
and berries contain oi1 of wintergreen. A
good tea can be made by combining equal
amounts of boiling water and fresh leaves
and letting them sit for a day or two.

Helianthus laetiflorus Rhombic Leaved
Sunflower

The yellow heads of this taII perennial ex-
tend from one to three inches. -The flower
can be seen well into September.

Lepidium densiflorum Peppergrass

Peppergrass is an annual plant, from I inches
to two feet high. Tt seems to appear every-
where in t.he city, even in sidewalk cracks.
The seeds are used by sparrows in winter,
but because the winter stalk is brittle, it
often breaks off,, and is blown about. The
spring shoots of those plants grovTn i-n
controlled conditions provide a good salad
green.

Melilotus alba Vlhite Sweet Clover

This perennial can reach 7 feet in height.
The white flowers which are scented appear
from June to August.

Oenothera biennis Yellow Evening
Primrose

This biennial gro\ds from 2 to 6 feet in quite
a bushy and branched form. It spreads by
seeds. The flowers appear from July to
September. In winter, the pods turn deep brown,
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on darker brown stems. The almond shaped
wint,er fruits are split into 4 sections at
the unattached end, and curl back like
petals. These cases are often used by insect
larvae. The roots of the first year rosette
can be eaten, after boiling them twice if
they taste too peppery.

Ranunculus rhomboideus Prairie Buttercup

The light, yellow flowers of this low, eigh-
teen inch plant appear in the early spring.

Rumex occidentalis Western Dock

Dock is a perennial, reaching three feet in
height. The fruits are enclosed in dry,
papery, reddish-brown sepals, which give
the plant a reddish-brown skeleton in fall
and winter. New leaves are sent up each
f,a1l in the form of a rosette. This can be
gathered in winter to produce something
similar to spinach.

Solidago canadensis Goldenrod

This perennial ranges in height from one to
five feet. It provides food for sparrows,
finches, and juncos. The flowers last from
late July to October. Goldenrods are also
important for the Elliptical Gall and Ball
GaIl which are both found on the stem and
are made by moths and flies. A Bunch GalI
is often formed at the tip of the stalk.
Viola adunca Early BIue Vio1et

The stem of this perennial can be up to 6
inches in height. The small, purple flowers
appear in early spring.

Viola pedatifida Crowfoot Violet

The violet-blue flowers of this perennial
appear in early spring. The plant is about
6 inches high. Because the leaves are very
finely c1eft, the plant is not noticeable in
the grass until the flowers come into b1oom.



shrubs and ground covers
Arctost,aphyllos uva-ursi Bearberry

The berries of this ground cover cling to
the branches well into the winter. Sma1I,
pink flowers appear in the spring. The
Leaves are àbout one inch long, egg-shaped
and glossy. If the plant is grown in ful1
sun, the shiny, green leaves turn bronze
in winter. Large plants do not transplant
readily from the wild. Small divisions
or newly root,ed runners provide a better
approach.

Cornus stolonifera Red Osier Dogwood

This shrub assumes a broad and oval form,
and can reach 7 feet in height. The twigs
of this shrub are very apparent in winter
for their bright, red colour. OId branches
tend to become browner, but if they are
removed the new shoots will possess the
red bark.

Juniperus communis Common Juniper

This juniper is a two foot high evergreen
shrub. It spreads out from its centre, and
provides winter cover for birds who eat the
berries and nest in the foliage. Thejuniper should be kept out of the early
spring sun by not giving it a sout,hern
exposure.

Parthenocissus
Englemanii

quinquefolia Self-clinging
Virginia Creeper

This vine acquires a good, bright-red foliage
in the fall if it is grown on south or west
waIIs.

Rhus typhina Staghorn Sumac

a shrub noteable forThe staghorn sumac is
its autumn coloration.

Salix discolor Pussy l¡lillow

This shrub is famous for its catkins which
can be collected early in the spring. It
is the home of two insect galls the lllillow
Petaled GaIl and the Willow Pine Cone GalI.
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Shepherdia argentea Silver Buffaloberry

This is a thickly branched shrub reaching
a height of from 7 t,o 15 feet. The berries
remain on the shrub after the leaves have
f aIlen of f , and af t,er a f rost can be used
for jelly, They are much sweeter at this
time. However, they should be used in a
limited wây, because of a high saponin
content which can cause irritation of the
digestive syst,em.

trees
Acer ginnala

The tatarian map1e, a
notable for its autumn
fruit and pet,ioles are
out the summer.

Amur Maple

The amur maple is a 15 foot high tree, exce-
llent for autumn colouration that ranges
from bright-scarlet to deep wine-red. When
plants are exposed to fuII sun, the best
leaf colouration occurs.

Acer saccharum Sugar Maple

This 40 foot tree is round-headed and
quires a protect,ed location. The buds
flowers are eaten by grosbeaks, purple
f inches, nuthatches. It is import'ant
the production-of maPle sugar.

re-
and

IN

Acer spicatum Mountain Maple

The mountain maple gror¡/s to about 10 f eet'.
Its autumn colouration is striking. As
we1l, during the summer, its bright-red
samaras are conspicuous.

Acer tataricum Tatarian Maple

20 foot tree, is
colours. Also, its
bright-red through-

Fraxinus nigra Black Ash

This is a 30 foot, slow growing tree with
ascending branches. Its fruit has an elon-
gated wing and often persists over the
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Malus sp. Crabapple

The crabapple is a medium sized tree. It isattractive to wildlife, as it sometimes
holds its fruits throughout the winter.
Salix alba sericea Siberian White

Wi1low

This willow has an upright spreading head.
The undersides of the leaves have sitkyhairs which give them a silvery-white
appearance. As the tree grows older the
t,runk becomes a warm-oranqe colour.
Salix alba vitellina Golden Wi11ow

winter.
eat the

The little bluestem is
grass with short, broad

Finches, grosbeaks, and cardinals
seeds in falI and early winter.

Andropogon scoparius Little Bluestem

an erect, purplish
Ieaves.

The golden wilIow is a 30 foot, round
topped tree. Its bright and yellowish bark
stands out in winter and early spring.
Sorbus sp. Mountain Ash

The mountain ash is a deciduous tree with
dark-green foliage and showy clusters offragrant, white flowers and scarlet fruit.
The fruits persist throughout the winter.

grasses
Agrostis stolonifera Red Top

Red top is a perennial grass about t\n/o feetin height. It has feathery seed heads.

Andropogon gerardi Big Bluestem

The big bluestem is a tal1 coarse grass
evident in the winter because of the
lignification of its stem.
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Bromus ciliatus Brome Grass

Brome grass is a perennial grass, 2 Lo 4

feet in height.

Calamovilfa longifolia Sand Grass

Sand grass is a coaÈse grass with long,
tough leaves and long, creeping roots. It
is a perennial and grosls from two to five
feet in height,.

Elymus canadensis WiId RYe

Wild rye is a perennial grass, 3 to 5

in height. Tt has tufted and nodding
seed heads.

Poa pratensis Blue Grass

This is a dark-green perennial grass, I to
4 feet in height.

feet

Panicum virgatum Switch Grass

Switch grass is a bluish-green grass with
creeping roots. It is perennial, and grows
3 to 6 feet in height.

Sorghastrum nutans Indian Grass

The long, flat leaves of this grass taper to
sharp points. It is a perennial, 3 to I feet
in height.
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